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11. THE LIMITED SCOPE OF THE ISSUES IN THIS CASE

We believe that at the outset it is necessary to restate for the Court the true

scope of this case, what Nevada is actually challenging.

The Secretary's Brief overstates the scope of the case and the issues

presented to the Court. The Brief identifies as an issue presented to the Court

whether the NWPA requires federal funding for the cost of litigation against the

government in judicial review under the NWPA. The Brief also, in Section IV,

beginning at page 35, asserts that Nevada complains of a condition requiring DOE's

prior approval of any subcontract exceeding $50,000 to be awarded by the State.

The Brief recognizes at page 35, that we have not briefed these objections. We

have not done so simply because they are not issues in this case.

Nevada's FY 85 grant was finally awarded by DOE on February 1, 1985. The

Petition in this action was filed on December 14, 1984. No similar conditions were

included in Nevada's FY 84 grant. Although aware that a similiar condition with

respect to the costs of litigation had been included in the State of Washington's FY

85 grant, Nevada had no indication from DOE, formally or informally, that such a

condition would be imposed on the use of FY 85 grant funds. Thus, on 'he date the

Petition for Review was filed in this case, no grant conditions of any kind existed,

and there was thus no action of the Secretary from which to seek review.

Furthermore, the Secretary's Brief demonstrates a misunderstanding of

Nevada's so-called "protest letter" of February 12, 1985, attached to the Brief as

Attachment A. The Secretary's Brief, at page 35, suggests that Nevada objects to

the requirement for submission for concurrence of any subcontract exceeding

$50,000. This is not the case. The Notice of Financial Assistance Award, (Ad. R.

53, Attachment G, page G-2, n.1) specifically referred to legal and quality

assurance consultant agreements as required to be submitted for concurrence. The

February 12, 1985 letter merely points out that with respect to legal services,
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hydrology contractor, geology contractor, support to the Nevada Legislature and

support to local governments, Nevada's subcontracts were exempt from the

requirement for submission for concurrence by 10 CFR 600.119 because they were

contracts with other governmental entities. That letter contained no suggestion,

and Nevada has made none, that all subcontracts exceeding $50,000 need not be

submitted for concurrence by DOE. See Secretary's Brief, page 37, note 17.

The Secretary's assumption that the issues in this case were broader than

stated in the Petition for Review is perhaps understandable. Although not included

in the Statement Of Issues Presented in Petitioner's Opening Brief, Nevada did, on

page 3 of that Brief, in the Statement Of The Case, include the fact that the grant

authorization, which did not exist when the Petition was filed, contained two

provisions to which objection had been made. We did so only to fully inform the

Court as to the status of Nevada's financial assistance under the NWPA, and did

not intend to inject those issues into this litigation.

Secondly, it is also true that, at page 25 of Petitioner's Opening Brief, we

pointed out that "financial compensation was to be so extensive that even attorney

fees for lawsuits seeking remedies under the Act were compensable." Again, we

did so only as part of and in support of Nevada's argument as to the breadth of the

financial assistance available to states under the NIVPA, and not in any way as an

attempt to bring that issue into this litigation.

Finally, of course, the State of Utah, in its Amicus Brief, argues that the

Secretary's refusal to fund the cost of litigation arising under the NWPA violates

the Act.

The Secretary has not required Nevada to submit any intragovernmental

subcontracts or subgrants for his concurrence, nor has he taken any steps to apply

the grant condition with respect to litigation costs. Furthermore, Nevada is

informed that another state or states will probably shortly file, in this circuit, a
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petition for review directly and squarely raising the issue of the allowability of

financial assistance to states for the costs of litigation arising under the NWPA. It

is more appropriate that the Court consider and determine that issue in a case in

which it is squarely presented and fully briefed. At this point the issue is not even

justiciable.

III. ARGUMENT

A. The Secretary Misunderstands What Nevada Proposes To Do.

The Secretary's Brief also demonstrates a misunderstanding of just what it is

Nevada proposes to do, and thus the activities for which funding was denied.

Throughout the Brief, references are made only to "on-site" drilling activities

proposed by Nevada (Secretary's Brief pages 2, 16, 24 and 26.) The Secretary

states the first issue presented, for example, as whether the NWPA requires him to

provide financial assistance to Nevada for "on-site sLudies involving test drilling to

collect primary data from the Yucca Mountain site." That statement is inaccurate

for two reasons.

First, no test drilling is proposed to be conducted on-site. The nearest bore

hole which Nevada will drill is located some 2 1/2 miles from the outer boundary of

the proposed repository. Secondly, test drilling is not the only activity proposed by

Nevada. Other activities include an independent examination of DOE trenches,

located both on and off the repository site itself, to determine potential for fault

movement, and the use of low sun-angle photography as a method to reveal faults,

and sampling of groundwater, both on and off the site for chemical analysis, to

model groundwater movement.

Nor is it accurate to state that all of Nevada's proposed activities involve
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the collection of primary data.1 To the contrary, while much of what the state

intends would involve the collection of new data, its purpose is to verify DOE's

primary data, the methods used to gather that data, and the results and conclusions

drawn therefrom.

The Secretary's Brief also is inaccurate in representing to the Court that the

State intends its own site characterization program. Nevada does not propose a

program of site characterization. The supporting material accompanying Nevada's

grant application (Ad. R. 31, Attachment A, and 38, Attachments B and C),

explains in great detail, and the technical evaluation of Nevada's proposed

activities by Donald L. Vieth, Director of DOE's Waste Management Project Office

in Nevada, found at Attachment B to the Secretary's Brief, explains in less detail

precisely what those proposed activities are. Review of those documents will

indicate clearly that what Nevada proposes is selective research to verify DOE

methodology, existing data, and the results and conclusions based on that data.

That is not a program of site characterization, which is defined by the Act as:

"activities, whether in the laboratory or in the field, undertaken to
establish the geologic condition and the ranges of the parameters of a
candidate site relevant to the location of the repository, including
borings, surface excavations, excavations of exploratory shafts, limited
subsurface lateral excavations and borings, and in situ testing needed to
evaluate the suitability of a canditate site for the location of a
repository, but not including preliminary borings and geophysical testing
needed to assess whether site characterization should be undertaken."
Section 2(21)(B), 42 USC 10101(21)(B))

1. The Secretary's position regarding the State's ability to gather "primary data" is
inconsistent. On page 31 note 14 of the Secretary's Brief the Court will find the
statement "for example, Nevada may obtain grant funds to engage in studies,
potentially involving primary data collection, as necessary to develop its impact
report under S 116(c)(2)(A) on any economic, social, public health and safety, and
environmental impacts which may result from the development of a repository in
the state." [Emphasis supplied flow the Secretary can find Congressional support
for primary data collection in S 116(c)(2)(A), but no Congressional support for
primary data collection in the remaining portions of S 116, or in all of S 117, is
curious to say the least. It may be significant that the former primary data
collection occurs after sites are selected and licensed, whereas primary data
collection at this time may uncover defects in DOE's site selection decision.
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Merely because certain activities may be "duplicative" of DOE activities does

not mean that the state intends to conduct an independent characterization

progra m.2

Nevada's program, rather than characterization, Is more accurately described

as in the nature of quality assurance. If, for example, a state proposed to conduct

certain activities identical or similar to activities already conducted by DOE, in

order to attempt to "replicate" DOE's results, no reasonable scientist in the world

would consider that anything but appropriate, for replication Is a classic component

of any quality assurance program. Nor is it accurate to state that all of Nevada's

proposed activities duplicate ongoing or planned DOE activies. In many instances

Nevada's proposal involves using different methods to attempt to arrive at the

same result as DOE. The use of low sun-angle photography as a method to reveal

faults, for example, is simply a different method than that used by the

Department, which considered vertical photography and classic field studies more

effective methods. (See Secretary's Brief, Attachment B, page 10.)

Finally, because something is duplicative it is not necessarily wrong,

unnecessary, or wasteful. Duplicating DOE's efforts under these circumstances to

verify its results is no more unnecessary or wasteful than a second proofreading of

this brief, an independent verification of a computation, or rerunning any physical

experiment to determine if the same result obtains. To suggest that Congress

made the states virtual partners with the federal government in the planning and

development of repositories (S ll(a)(6), S 116(c), S 117(c), 42 USC 10131(a)(6),

10136(c), 10137(c)), and granted the states widespread and significant rights of

2. The significance of the State's duplication of certain DOE efforts will be
discussed further in connection with the Secretary's alternative argument that
funding would be required for Nevada's activities only after site characterization
has begun. (See Section III E. infra).
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independent study, testing, monitoring, and evaluation, and at the same time

prohibited the states from duplicating any DOE efforts in order to verify its

results, simply defies logic.3

B. Deference To The Secretary's Interpretation Is Not Appropriate In This Case

The Secretary's Brief, at pages 21-23 and 31-32, relies heavily on the

argument that great deference must be given to the Secretary's Interpretation of

his responsibilities under the NWPA, as evidenced in the challenged grant

guidelines (Ad. R. 34, Attachment A). That is hardly surprising since deference to

the statute, rather than the Secretary's interpretation, will not produce the result

which he desires.

The Secretary's Brief cites numerous cases for the proposition that the

Secretary's interpretation should be deferred to, that it is not the role of the

federal courts to "rewrite statutes" and that the Secretary's intrepretation must be

sustained unless unreasonable and plainly inconsistent with the Act.4 Of course,

3. The Utilities Amicus Brief, at page 9, suggests that an additional reason why
Nevada's activities were disallowed was "because of potential risk to the site",
citing Ad. R. 41, Attachment A, at page 2. That statement is obviously based on a
misunderstanding of the record itself. The letter dated November 7, 1984, found at
Ad. R. 41, was never transmitted to the State of Nevada. Rather, it was attached
as an enclosure to a memorandum of the same date to William J. Purcell in the
Office of Civilian Radioactive Management, in which Mr. Vieth is seeking
"definitive guidance" on grant allowability. See Ad. R. 45, Attachment B, page 3.
The "strawman" letter of November 7, 1984, was replaced by the letter of
November 27, 1984, appearing at Ad. R. 45. The activities within the guidelines
significantly increased between November 7 and November 27, with "legal
consultants" and quality assurance being included within the guidelines. Likewise,
no suggestion similar to that found in Ad. R. 41, Attachment A, at page 2, that
"DOE policy with regard to risk to the site," made the activities unaHowable.
Indeed, DOE has never suggested that Nevada's proposed activities constitute a risk
to the site, nor that they would unreasonably interfere with or delay onsite
activities.

4. It is not Nevada which wants the statute rewritten, but the Secretary who would
have this Court narrow SS 116 and 117 of the Act, 42 USC 10136 and 10137, as well
as to completely expunge from the statute S 117(c)(1), 42 USC 10137(c)(1) (See
argument in section III C, infra.
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deference to an agency is not always appropriate or even permitted. "Although an

agency's interpretation of the statute under which it operates is entitled to some

deference. 'this deference is constrained by our obligation to honor the clear

meaning of the statute, as revealed by its language, purposes and history.'

Teamsters v. Daniel, 439 U.S. 551, 566 n. 20, 58 L. Ed. 2d 808, 99 S. Ct. 710

(1979)." Southeastern Community College v. Davies, 442 US 397, 411, 60 L. Ed. 2d

980, 99 S. Ct. 2361 (1979). See also Alcaraz v. Block, 746 F. 2d 593, 606 (9th Cir.

1984).

We will not discuss each of the cases cited by the Secretary here. However,

an analysis of Chevron USA, Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Counsel, Inc.,

US , 81 L. Ed. 2nd 694, 104 S. Ct. 2778 (1984), the most recent expression of

the Supreme Court on that question, and the case on which the Secretary appears

to principally rely, shows that even that case does not support the Secretary's

position. The five principal factors relied on the Chevron are not found here, and

thus Southeastern Community College, supra, should control.

In Chevron the Supreme Court upheld EPA regulations allowing states to

treat each pollution-emitting device in the same industrial grouping as though

incased within a single "bubble". The Court found that Congress did not have any

specific intention with respect to the applicability of the bubble concept, the

agency's regulations were thus based on a reasonable construction of the term

"stationary source" found in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 and EPA's use

of the bubble concept was a reasonable policy choice for the agency to make. The

Court stated that EPA's interpretation representated a reasonable accommodation

of manifestly competing interests and was therefore entitled to deference. We
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submit that a reading of the entire opinion in Chevron makes clear that such

deference is not appropriate in this case.

The opinion restates many rules or virtual blackletter law, with which we

certainly take no exception, but which we submit do not support the Secretary's

position here. A close reading of the opinion will demonstrate this.

The Court deferred because: "[U he Administrator's interpretion represents a

reasonable accommodation of manifestly competing interests and is entitled to

deference: the regulatory scheme is technical and complex, the agency considered

the matter in a detailed and reasoned fashion, and the decision involves reconciling

conflicting policies." [Footnotes omitted]. 81 L. Ed. 2nd, 694, 716. The factors

which prompted deference in Chevron are not present here.

First, not only did Congress have a specific intent but it is, we submit, clear.

Sections 116 and 117 of the Act, 42 USC 10136 and 10137, grant the states

extremely broad rights to participate, in an independent and informed manner, in

the entire process of planning and developing the nation's first repository for high-

level nuclear waste and spent nuclear fuel. This, of course, flows directly from the

Congressional finding, that "[sitate and public participation in the planning and

development of repositories is essential in order to promote public confidence in

the safety of disposal of such waste and spent fuel;" § 1ll(a)(6), 42 USC

1013 I(a)(6). Coupled with the rights to notice, review, and comment found in

SS 112 and 113, 42 USC 10132 and 10133, those sections demonstrate Congress'

intent to form a virtual partnership between the states and federal government,

with the Department of Energy being responsible for the administration of the

technical program itself, the siting, construction, and operation of a repository,

and the states providing the independent, detached and objective review, oversite

and verification of the Department's program necessary to achieve the desired
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states and affected Indian tribes be awarded full participation in and oversought of

that program, funded by the same source (see S ll(a)(6), 42 USC 10131(a)(6)).

Indeed, Congress stated that the statute itself resolved these policies (see

S IIl(b)(l)-(4), 42 USC 10131(bXl)-(4)). This precludes the Secretary from

superimposing his own policy on that which Congress has clearly stated. If the

particular "accommodation" at which the Secretary arrived results in the denial of

funding for Nevada ts proposed activities, it is an accomodation which Congress

would not have sanctioned.

There are further reasons why deference to the Secretary's interpretation is

not appropriate in this case. There is no technical or complex regulatory scheme in

this case. Indeed the statute does not create any authority in DOE to "regulate"

the State in the sense that EPA regulates in the Clean Air Act context.

Furthermore, there is nothing complex about funding the State's proposed

activities.

Neither did the Secretary consider the matter in a detailed and reasoned

fashion. The original internal grant guidelines were "issued" in June 1983 and

revised in September of 1984 (Ad. R. 34). No notice to or consultation with the

affected states or Indian tribes occurred. The guidelines were adopted, and later

revised to exclude the collection of so-called "peimary data", without any input

whatsoever from the parties affected. Whether or not that constitutes a detailed

and reasoned consideration on the part of the Secretary of the issue at hand should

be carefully considered by the Court. It may indeed thus be the "contemporaneous

construction" of the statue by some of the persons charged with the responsibility

for its implementation, but it does not, we submit, meet the requirements for

agency consideration of the matter in a detailed and reasoned fashion, in view of

the consultation requirements of the NWPA.
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C. Whether Or Not The Proposed Yucca Mountain Site Is Undergoing Formal Site

Characterization Does Not Affect The State's Right To Funding For The Studies It

Proposes To Undertake

1. The "phases" in the Secretary's internal grant guidelines should not

control, since the Department is already engaged in site characterization activities

at Yucca Mountain.

The Secretary's Internal General Guidelines For Implementing Financial

Assistance (Grants) For Repository Programs Under S 116 and 118 of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982, revised September 7, 1984, (Ad. R. 34, E.R. 34), which

we ask the Court to declare invalid, set out four phases when different levels of

state activity will be eligible for funding, in the Secretary's view, under the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Phase I begins with the Department's exploratory

screening work. Phase II begins when states or affected Indian tribes have been

notified that potentially acceptable sites are located within their borders. In the

Secretary's view Phase II now applies to Nevada, as well as the five other potential

first repository host states. Phase [II would begin when candidate sites have been

approved for site characterization by the President. Phase IV begins only when a

site has been authorized by the NRC for construction of a repository. These

guidelines, developed without any notice to or comment fromn the affected states

and Indian tribes whatsoever, are discussed at length in both Petitioner's Opening

Brief, at pages 15-17, and the Secretary's Brief, at pages 13-15 and 22-23, and need

not be further elaborated upon here. Suffice it to say that the guidelines find no

basis or support in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

These so called phases are also essentially irrelevant to either the

Department's or the State's participation in the repository siting and development

process, for they assume the Department's activities, and thus the State's
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commensurate activities, are neatly packaged in square boxes consistent with the

statute's time frame. But that is simply not the case. The level of Departmental

activity in the States of Nevada and Washington, where the potential sites are

either on DOE or other federally owned property, has been significantly greater

than the level of DOE activity in the States of Utah, Texas, Mississippi c

Louisiana. Indeed, since the late 1970's extensive technical studies in the nature of

site characterization have taken place in both Nevada and Washington. 5

That site characterization activities are already underway at the Yucca

Mountain site in Nevada is admitted by the Department of Energy. In the Nevada

Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNVSI) Project Director's technical

evaluation of the activities proposed in Nevada's FY 85 grant application,

reproduced as Attachment B to the Secretary's Brief, the Project Director, Donald

Vieth, makes the following statement:

"Based on the guidelines developed by OCRWM, the tasks
identified below are not recommended. They fall outside the guidelines
since they represent primary site characterization data collection and
are duplicative of work being conducted by the NNWSI project
participants." LEmphasis suppliedJ Secretary's Brief, Attachment B,
page 6.

Mr. Vieth then sets forth in some detail each of the proposed Nevada studies

and activities, which he describes as "primary site characterization data

collection" followed by an explanation of the work which the NNWSI project has

done and will continue to do which the Department views the proposed state

5. At the reference repository location on the Hanford Reservation in Washington,
for example, DOE planned to actually sink an exploratory shaft shortly after
thepassage of the NWPA, in early 1983. The Department changed that plan only
after being threatened with litigation by the state, the Yakima Indian Nation and
certain environmental groups.
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activity to duplicate. Even a cursory examination of the work described by Mr.

Vieth, which NNWSI has either completed or is currently involved in, should leave

no doubt that extensive and detailed technical studies and evaluations have been

and are now taking place on or near the proposed Yucca Mountain site, in the

nature of site characterization. It is difficult to understand how the Secretary can,

on the one hand, say that Nevada's proposed activities are untimely since the

Yucca Mountain site is not now undergoing formal site characterization, and on the

other hand deny funding for those state activities because they constitute site

characterization data collection duplicative of site characterization currently

being conducted by the Department.

The simple truth is, at least in the States of Nevada and Washington, that the

Secretary's so-called "phases" are completely biurred and blended together. The

level of the State's funded activity should be geared to the level of DOE's activity

in any state, regardless of any arbitrary label attached to the particular "phase"

which the Department says that state is in. Thus, the level of funding for each

state's activity would not be equal, but related to DOE's actual activity. There

would be comparatively little activity in many states, and the suggestion on pages

33 and 34 of the Secretary's Brief that funding Nevada's proposed activities would

impair the integrity of the waste fund is nonsense. 6

6. The total Nuclear Waste Fund appropriation for FY 85 if 327,669,000. The
Secretary's budget request for the Nuelear Waste Fund for FE -, is $571,460,000.
The disallowed portion of Nevada's grant application constitute '-ss than 0.5% of
the FY 85 appropriation, and less than 0.3% of the FY 86 request. We also note
that the generators and owners of the waste are contributing to the nuclear waste
fund in the average rate of about $1,000,000 per day. See Utilities Amicus Brief,
page 5. The utilities can thus pay for all of Nevada's disallowed activities in a day
and a half.
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2. Nevada is entitled to funding for its proposed activities either before or

after the site has been approved for characterization.

The Secretary's Brief suggests, at pages 24-27, that even during formal site

characterization the State should not be permitted to conduct its proposed

activities because funding would be limited by the provisions of S 116(cXl)(B) of

the Act, 42 USC 10136(c)(1)(B). That is simply not the correct construction of that

section.

We have explained our view of the appropriate interpretation of the NWPA,

and particularity S 116 thereof, at length in our Opening Brief. See Petitioner's

Opening Brief, pages 17-32. The argument need not be repeated here. Two simple

points will suffice.

First, if the Secretary's phasing has any validity, putting Nevada in Phase 11

for funding purposes, then S 116(cXl)(A), 42 USC 10136(cXl)(A), controls. That

section, of course, clearly encompasses any activity required or authorized in both

SS 116 and 117, 42 USC 10136 and 10137, and as we will explain, clearly supports

funding of Nevada's proposed studies.

Section 116(c)(1)(B), 42 USC 10136(c)(1)(B), on the other hand, applies with

respect to grants to a state in which a candidate site for a repository is approved

by the President. The Secretary suggests that language of that subsection "limits"

a state's participation, even after formal characterization is underway. Great

reliance is placed on the word "only," and then only subsections (iii) and (v) are set

forth in the Secretary's Brief, at page 25. But that is not what that subsection

says, nor is it all that the Congress required the Secretary to fund.7 Subsection

(BXi) requires the Secretary to make grants for the purposes of enabling a state "to

7. We suggest that the five subsections of S 116(cXl)(B) are merely a shorthand
way which Congress chose to list essentially the same activities set forth at much
greater length in § 117(c)(1) through (11) of the Act, 42 USC 10137(c)(l)0-1)
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review activities taken under this subtitle with respect to such site for purposes of

determining any potential economic, social, public health and safety, and

environmental impacts of such repository on the State and its residents".

Subsection (B)(iii), set forth in the Secretary's Brief at page 25, of course, requires

the Secretary to fund state activities designed to "engage in any mionitoring,

testing, or evaluation activities with respect to site characterization programs

with regard to such site. .. ." [Emphasis suppliedj

The Secretary suggests that Nevada and the amicus states "would have this

Court rewrite the act by rendering its qualifying languange mere surplusage or

adding text not included by Congress." (Secretary's Brief page 26). Not only is

that not true, but the converse is actually the case. It is difficult to find

"qualifying language" (and the Secretary's Brief curiously cites none) in Congress'

use of such broad language as "review activities taken under this subtitle with

respect to such site" and "engage in any monitoring, testing, or evaluation

activities with respect to site characterization programs." [Emphasis supplied.]8

The Secretary would, on the other hand, have this Court rewrite the Act by

including his qualifying language so that subsection (iii) would read:

"to engage in any monitoring, independent testing on DOE data
where the need for such independent testing can be justified, or
evaluation activities with respect to site characterization programs
with regard to such site."

That is not what Congress said and, to use the language of the Secretary's Brief,

"no such modification of the Act can possibly be appropriate." (Secretary's Brief

page 27.)

8. Where, also, can the Secretary find qualifying language in Congress' declared
purpose: "To establish a nuclear waste fund, composed of payments made by the
generators and owners of such waste and spent fuel, that will insure that the costs
of carrying on activities relating to the disposal of such waste and spent fuel will
be borne by the persons responsible for generating such waste and spent fuel."
[Emphasis suppliedJ Sec. Ill bX4), 42 USC 10131(b)(4).
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To accept the Secretary's interpretation would mean that a state with a

potential repository site approved for characterization by the President, and

undergoing full characterization, including the mining of exploratory shafts and

break-out rooms at the prospective repository horizon, would be permitted less

activity, and provided less funding, than a state with only a potentially acceptable

site which was not undergoing formal site characterization, where DOE's activity,

if any, is at a substantially lower level. DOE's construction of § 116(b)(1)(B) would

lead to the absurd conclusion that a state could not continue to be funded for any

activity authorized by a consultation and cooperation agreement had one been

executed prior to site characterization. To suggest that Congress intended such a

result in the language of SS 116 and 117 of the Act, 42 USC 10136 and 10137, is to

compound its absurdity.

D. The Proper Heading Of S 117, 42 USC 10137, Clearly Supports Nevada's Right

To Funding For Its Proposed Studies

1. The Secretary's interpretation completely ignores S 117(c)(1), 42 USC

10 137(c)(1).

Perhaps the most startling aspect of the Secretary's Brief is its complete

disregard for the provisions of S 117(c)(1), 42 USC 10137(c)(1). At page 27 the

Secretary suggests that Congress "repeated" its intention expressed in the quoted

language from S 116(c)(1)(3), 42 USC 10136(c)(1Xb), in S 117(c)(8), 42 USC

10137(c)(8). But that is not the only place where Congress "repeated" its intention,

and where Congress clearly demonstrated the breadth of permissible state

activities which the Secretary is required to fund under the NWPA.

Section 117(c) addresses the contents of a written consultation and

cooperation agreement, which the Secretary is required to seek to negotiate, after

characterization begins, or upon request from a state. Such agreement is to
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"specify procedures" by which the states and the Secretary shall exercise their

rights and carry out his obligations under the statute. The minimum state rights,

and Secretarial obligations, are recognized in subsections (1) through (11) of

S 117(c), 42 USC 10137(c)(IHII). The first state right recognized, and totally

ignored in the Secretary's Brief, is expressed by Congress as follows: "(I) by which

such state or governing body of an effected Indian tribe, as the case may be, may

study, determine, comment on, and make recommendations with regard to the

possible public health and safety, environmental, social, and economic impacts of

any such repository," [Emphasis supplied S 117(c)(1), 42 USC 10137(c)(1). Not only

is that section not set forth in the Secretary's Brief, it is nowhere even cited.

That oversight is suprising, for two reasons. First, the principal issues in this

case were phrased in terms of the language found in § 117(c)(1), 42 USC

10137(c)(1). See Issues Presented, numbers I and 3, at Petitioner's Opening Brief,

page iii. Secondly, it does not appear to comport with the views of two succeeding

directors of the Office Of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management of the

Department of Energy, the federal official principally responsible for the

administration of the repository program. On February 22, 1984, Mr. Michael J.

Lawrence, the Acting Director of OCRWNI, in explaining DOE's proposed FY-85

repository related expenditures, said that the Department would:

"Continue Federal/State assistance to States and Indian tribes so
that they can participate in the repository plans and activities. These
funds are provided to allow States and Indian tribes to study, determine,
comment on and make recommendations on possible health, safety,
environmental, social and economic impacts of a repository." Hearings
before the Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power and the
Subcommittee on Fossil and Synthetic Fuels of the Committee on
Energy and C2onmmnerce, H1ouse of Representatives, Serial no. 98-127.

That, as even the casual reader can see, is a virtual quote from S 117(c)(1)

and demonstrates what the officer principally responsible to the Secretary for
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carrying out the repository program viewed to be the most significant

Congressional language governing the State's rights to funding of its studies and

other activities. Relevant portions of Mr. Lawrence's statement are excerpted and

reproduced at Attachment A to this Brief.

This view has apparently not changed. On May 13, 1985, (the next business

day after the filing of the Secretary's Brief) Ben C. Rusche, the permanent

Director of OCRWM, in explaining the office's FY-86 proposed budget and

expenditure programs, said that the office would coordinate activities with

appropriate state agencies and Indian tribes, and went on:

"These funds also provide the resources to conduct the program under
an open information policy and afford the State and local governments
and Indian tribes the opportunity to participate in the decisionmaking
process. Provide financial assistance to affected States and Indian
tribes. These funds would be used to allow the States and Indian tribes
to study, determine, comment on and make recommendations regarding
possible health, safety, environmental, social and economic impacts of
a repository." Ernphasis suppliedJ Statement by Ben C. Rusche before
the Subcommittee on Energy Research and Development of the
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the U.S. Senate.

The relevant excerpt of Mr. Rusche's statement is also reproduced as

Attachment B to this Brief.

Mr. Rusche obviously believes his responsibilities to fund state studies and

other activities to be principally controlled by S 117(c)(1), 42 USC 10137(cXl) (even

though formal characterization has not yet begun) and recognizes that such

financial assistance is intended not only to allow States and affected Indian tribes

to conduct independent testing of DOE generated data, when such independent

testing can be justified, but is meant to afford state, local governments and Indian

tribes "the opportunity to participate in the decision making process." The

restrictive internal grant guidelines hinder, rather than afford, that opportunity.
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2. The plain meaning of Congress' language supports Nevada's right to the

funds denied.

The Secretary argues that the plain meaning of the language which Congress

chose to use supports his position. Nevada, obviously, does not agree.

We do agree, of course, that the rule of statutory construction referred to by

the Secretary correctly states the law. Congress expresses its purposes through

the ordinary, common meaning of the words it uses. Escondido Mutual Water

Company v. LaJolla Band of Indians, U.S. _ , 104 S. Ct. 2105 (1984);

Perrin v. United States, 444 U.S. 37, 62 L. 2d 119, 100 S. Ct. 311 (1979).

We submit that the language of S 117(c)(l) is perfectly clear and needs no

further explication. But, since the Secretary focuses on S 117(c)(8), 42 U.S.C.

10137(c)(8), we will do so here as well. That subsection recognizes a state right to

conduct "reasonable independent monitoring and testing of activities on the

repository site," qualified only by the condition that such monitoring and testing

shall not "unreasonably interfere with or delay onsite activities." But what is the

Secretary's view of the plain meaning of the word "independent"? It is that the

state is entitled to receive funding "to run independent tests on DOE data, where

the need for such independent testing can be justified." Secretary's Brief, page 26,

Ad. R. 34, Attachment A, page 8. That is not, however, the ordinary and common

meaning of the word independent. As defined in Webster's New Twentieth Century

Dictionary of the English Language, Unabridged, (2nd Ed., 1979), "independent"

means: "not dependent, not subject to the control, influence or determination of

another or others; not subordinate;" and "free from the rule of another; controlling

or governing oneself; self-governing."
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Congress' intent is clear, and the restrictive language of the Secretary's

internal general grant guidelines violates that Intent.9

3. No consultation and cooperation agreement need be executed before

Nevada is entitled to funding for its proposed studies.

The Secretary's Brief, on page 33, suggests that even the restricted

monitoring and testing envisioned in the internal grant guidelines are permissible

only after a written consultation and coordination agreement is entered into

between the state and DOE. That issue is addressed at pages 33-35 of Petitioner's

Opening Brief. We revisit it here only to quote, for the convenience of the Court,

a portion of that argument:

"It would be most illogical to assume that Congress intended that only
states which had negotiated such agreements would be entitled to
engage in such conduct with funding from the Nuclear Waste Fund. If
that were the case, then the Secretary could, of course, completely
frustrate the State's rights, and Congress' intent, simply by refusing to
agree to a consultation and cooperation agreement, or by negotiating
in such bad faith as to make it impossible for the state to accept the
agreement. That Congress did not intend to endorse such a result is
patently obvious." Petitioners Opening Brief, page 34.

We do not mean to suggest to the Court that the Secretary intends to do that.

We do not believe that he, or any future Secretary of Energy, would do so. We

merely point out that Congress could not have intended to endorse or sanction even

the possiblity of such a result.

9. The Secretary's brief also suggests Nevada's activities are not permissible
because they would involve independent monitoring and testing of the site itself,
and not the activities on the site. That is, of course, wrong. As pointed out
earlier, what Nevada proposes to do is to conduct several studies, the vast majority
of activities associated with which will be conducted off the site, in order to
attempt to duplicate, or replicate, results arrived at by DL6activites on the site.
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E. The Joint Federal/State Protocol Contemplated The Very State Activities

For Which Funding Was Denied.

In referring to the Joint Federal/State Protocol executed on December 4,

1984 (Ad. R. 52) the Secretary's brief argues that not only does the protocol fail to

support Nevada's position, "but Nevada could not have reasonably so understood it."

The Secretary points out that the same federal and state officials who executed

the protocol "had already met and corresponded concerning the basis for DOE's

likely denial of funding for such studies well before the protocol was executed."

That is certainly true. It is also true that the Protocol was actually negotiated by

DOE and the State of Nevada in August, and first executed in September of 1984.

The Department misplaced the executed copy of the Protocol. When Mr. Loux

asked later for a copy of the executed agreement, DOE reconstituted the identical

agreement. It was again executed by Mr. Loux in Mr. Vieth's office in Las Vegas,

subsequently reexecuted by Mr. Vieth, and then transmitted to the State of

Nevada. Compare, for example, Ad. R. 30, Attachment A, to Ad. R. 52. Both

parties negotiated the original Protocol in August of 1984 on the understanding

that independent state field activities, even for the purpose of gathering primary

data, were allowable. Furthermore, as the Secretary's Brief admits on page 16,

note 8, on November 27, DOE's project manager had informed Nevada that primary

data gathering "seemed to be" outside the grant guidelines, but that he had sought

"definitive guidance" from DOE headquarters and that he had received "draft

policy guidance" on DOE's "developing policy." (Ad. It. 45, p.1). Mr. Vieth, seven

days later, reexecuted the protocol, agreed to in September, which states, in its

preamble, that Nevada:

"desires to review hydrologic studies of NNVSI project and to conduct
independent confirmation research on the hydrologic conditions at
Yucca Mountain. Such review and research requires the coordination
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and cooperation of DOE and Its contractors. The purpose of this
memorandum is to document the objectives of the State of Nevada
assigned to DRI and to identify the responsibilities to facilitate
achievement of the objetives of the program." [Emphasis supplied (Ad.
R. 52, page 1.)

The Protocol was reexecuted and transmitted to Nevada nine days before the

Secretary's final action in denying funding for Nevada's proposed studies and other

activities. Nevada thus could, and reasonably did, even then understand that the

developing policy would ultimately allow for the funding of the very activity which

the Dcpartment had agreed to facilitate in executing the Protocol.

CONCLUSION

The NWPA represents a significant experiment In federalism, embodying

what the Congressional Office of Technology Assesment refers to as Shared Powers

see Amicus Utilities Brief, page 16. In enacting the law Congress clearly

understood that full state participation in decisionmaking in the repository siting

program was essential, if that program were to succeed. It clearly intended and

provided for the greatest possible state participation In that program, supported by

the generators and owners of the waste to be disposed of, through the Nuclear

Waste Fund. We can not improve on the comment of Donald Vieth, the Director of

DOE's Waste Management Project Office in Nevada, in the last sentence of his

technical evaluation of Nevada's FY-85 grant application: "[wle also must remain

cognizant of the fact that Congress has taken a major step to involve the State and

many of the activities will be breaking new ground in the Federal Government-

State relationship." Secretary's Brief Attachment B, page 10.

The Secretary's internal grant guidelines, at least to the extent that they

support the denial of funding for Nevada's proposed studies and other activities, are

violative of the provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, and thus invalid. The

relief sought in Nevada's Petition for Review should be granted.
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The rtY 198S budget request for activities associated with the

first repository Is S247.1 million. The fTY 191 estimated In

5427.1 millioni and the FTY 1987 *stimated Is S403.2 million.

The FY 1985 activities Included In the 5247.1 million are as

fellows.

o Recommend three sites for site characterization for the

first repository and begin detailed geolngic,

environmental and socio-economic studies and evaluations

of those sites. Activities would include drilling and

coring operations to batter understand site stratigraphy

and tectonicsa comprehensive evaluation of site and

regional geohydrologyj other geotechnical analyses, such

as seismicity, geochemistry and volcanism.

($55.2 million)

o Begin construction of and preparation for exploratory

shafts at up to two of the three candidate sites and

begin planning for performance of In-situ tests.

($56.2 million)

o Conduct site-specific engineering studies at the three

recommended candidate sites consisting of evaluations of

rock mechanics, shaft and tunnel excavation methods,

equipment development, waste emplacement alternative

methods and repository design studies. (S37.4 million)

nl-o4l 0-84--?
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o Conduct other engineering studies and analyses to

determine the behavior of materials being considered for

waste packages, develop test facilities for testing the

performance of component materials and designs, and

develop models and computer codes to ensure the

engineered systems and the site will perform

Individually as well as collectively for overall

repository performance. These studies will assist In

the development of the necessary planning and licensing

documents required by the NWPA and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. (58S.7 million)

o Continue rederAl/State assistance to States and Indian

tribes so that they can participate In the repository

plans and activities. These funds are provided to allov

States and Indian tribes to study, determine, comment on

and make recommendations on possible health, safety,

environmental, social and economic Impacts of a

repository. ($9.6 million)

The FY 1986 and FY 1987 estimates of $427.1 million and 5401.2

million, respectively, will support concurrent full site

choracterlzAtion efforts at all three recommended repository

sites, shaft procurement and construction at those sites and

enhanced site-specific waste package and repository engineering

and design efforts.
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TABLE 3

NUCLEAR WASTE FUND REVENUE PROJECTIONSa/
(In Thousands)

FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986 FY 1987 FY 1988

$73,580 $329,539 $1,120,300 $401,100 $454,300 $504,300
(actual) (actual)

a/. Includes one-time fee payments in FY 1985 and FY 1988.

REPOSITORY PROGRAM

(1) First Repository:

The FY 1986 budget request for activities associated with

the first repository is $436.8 million. The FY 1987 estimate is

$641.7 million; and the FY 1988 estimate is $486.7 million.

The funding for the first repository is mainly requiredfor

extensive site characterization drilling and testing, start of

exploratory shaft construction and intensive engineering tests

and analyses to support waste package and repository designs.

The major programmatic milestones associated with the

schedule for the first repository are as follows:
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Milestone Calendar Year

o Nominate at least five sites and recommend

three candidate sites to President for

characterization 1985

o Issue Site Characterization Plans (SCP) for

the three candidate sites 1985-1986

o Begin construction of first exploratory

shaft 1986

o Issue Final Environmental Impact Statement 1990

o Recommend first repository site to President 1990

o Recommend first repository site to Congress 1991

o Submit construction application to NRC 1991

o Receive from NRC Construction

Authorization 1993-1994

o Begina Phase I Operations 1998

The FY 1986 activities included in the $436.8 million are as

follows:

o Begin site characterization activities at each of the ,

three candidate sites. Conduct tests and analyze data to resolve

issues for waste isolation most pertinent for the site or sites

being investigated. Conduct drilling and testing of surface-based

boreholes, logging, geologic field studies, geophysical surveys,

long-term monitoring in wells to resolve site suitability issues

and to incorporate into updated Site Characterization Plans

(SCP). Analyze site and regional hydrology in more detail using

data obtained from tests of hydrologic boreholes along assumed

flow paths. Continue site environmental characterization and

socioeconomic evaluations. ($122 million)



o Begin construction of exploratory shafts in basalt and

tuff. (Construction of exploratory shaft in salt to begin the

following year.) Two shafts are planned for each site. Two

shafts are required to provide an access to the repository

horizon for site characterization and to meet ventilation, safety

and emergency egress requirements. ($106.8 million)

o Conduct site-specific engineering tests at the three

candidate sites including evaluations of rock mechanics, sealing

concepts, shaft and tunnel excavation methods and waste

emplacement alternative methods. Conduct repository conceptual

design studies. ($59.8 million)

o Conduct regulatory and institutional activities. Issue

initial basalt and tuff SCP's. Coordinate activities with the

nRC, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) and appropriate State agencies and Indian

tribes. These funds also provide the resources to conduct the

program under an open information policy and afford the State

and local governments and Indian tribes the opportunity to

participate in the decisionmaking process. Provide financial

assistance to affected States and Indian tribes. These funds

would be used to allow the States and Indian tribes to study,

determine, comment on, and make recommendations regarding

possible health, safety, environmental, social and economic

impacts of a repository. Conduct public meetings, public

hearings, tours and briefings; prepare publications; etc.

($41.9 million)
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IN THE
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

NO. 84-7846

STATE of NEVADA, ex. rel., ROBERT R. LOUX, DIRECTOR OF
THE NEVADA NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE,

Petitioner,

v.

JOHN S. HERRINGTON, SECRETARY OF THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY,

Respondent.

On Petition for Review of
Final Action by the
Secretary of Energy

BRIEF FOR UTILITIES AS AMICI CURIAE
IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT

STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED

1. Does the U.S. Department of Energy - as the agency

charged with implementing the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 -

have the authority to actively administer the waste disposal
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program under the Act, including the Nuclear Waste Fund, or are

all state requests for grants to participate in the program to be

automatically financed from the Fund?

2. Was the Department of Energy reasonable in denying

Nevada funds for "site characterization" activities at a point

INTRODUCTION

This case concerns the State of Nevada's right to

funding under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 ("NWPA" or

"Act"), 42 U.S.C. SS 10101-10226 (1982), for certain activities

Nevada desires to conduct at Yucca Mountain, a site the U.S.

Department of Energy ("DOE") has selected under the NWPA as one

of nine "potentially acceptable sites" for a high-level radio-

active waste repository. See NWPA S 116(a), 42 U.S.C.

5 10136(a). 1/

The NWPA was enacted to provide for geologic reposito-

ries for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste and spent

nuclear fuel. 2/ The Act establishes "the Federal responsi-

1/ For the convenience of the court, relevant portions of the
NWPA together with certain other papers not included in the
record are set fortn in the addendum to this brief,
hereafter referred to as 'Add. on

2/ The term "high-level radioactive waste," as pertinent to
this proceeding, means "the highly radioactive material
resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel."
NWPA S 2(12), 42 U.S.C. S 10101(12). "Spent nuclear fuel"

(footnote continued)
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bility, and a definite Federal policy, for the disposal of such

waste anrd spent fuel." Section lll(b)(2), 42 U.S.C.

S 10131(b)(2). At the same time, it acknowledges that "(sltate

and public participation in the planning and development of

repositories is essential in order to promote public confidence

in the safety of disposal of such waste and spent fuel." Section

1ll(a)(6). The Act further provides that, "while the Federal

Government has the responsibility to provide for the permanent

disposal of high-level radioactive waste and . . . spent nuclear

fuel . . ., the costs of such disposal should be the respon-

sibility of the generators and owners of such waste and spent

fuel." Section l11(a)(4).

Essentially, under the overall program established by

the Act, DOE is to select the sites for and construct the

repositories. 3/ As part of the site selection process, however,

DOE is to consult with states and affected Indian tribes, and any

site DOE selects is, in effect, subject to the approval of the

President, the host state or affected Indian tribe, and Congress

(which may override the disapproval of a state or Indian tribe).

The entire repository program is financed by the Nuclear Waste

Fund ("Waste Fund" or "Fund"), a fund administered by DOE and

(footnote continued from previous page)
is 'fuel that has been withdrawn from a nuclear reactor
following irradiation, the constituent elements of which
have not been separated by reprocessing." NWPA S 2(23).

3/ The relevant provisions of the Act are in Title I, Subtitle
A.
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currently consisting of payments from electric utilities owning

and operating nuclear power reactors. Section 302, 42 U.S.C.

102222. 4/

The 34 electric utilities identified as amici on the

inside cover of this brief ("Utilities") all are involved in the

generation of electricity through the use of commercial nuclear

power plants. As a result, and pursuant to the terms of contrac-

tual agreements with DOE, Utilities will be using the reposi-

tories established under the NWPA. See 10 C.F.R. Part 961

(1984). Utilities currently are or will be storing high-level

radioactive waste - as contained in spent reactor fuel - on an

interim basis at their own, individual facilities. The avail-

ability of a permanent repository for high-level radioactive

waste thus has a direct effect on their nuclear power programs.

In addition, Utilities, as "generators and owners" of

high-level radioactive waste, are currently among that group of

electric utilities that constitutes the sole financers of the

Waste Fund. They are making regular payments into the Fund,

pursuant to both the Act and specific contractual agreements with

DOE, at a rate of I mil per Kw-hr of nuclear-generated

4/ Should waste material from entities other than electric
utilities come to be placed in repositories developed under
the NPWA (e.a., high-level radioactive waste resulting from
atomic energy defense activities), then appropriate payments
will be made into the Fund by the entity responsible for
such material. See, e.q., Section 8(b), 42 U.S.C.
5 10107(b).
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electricity. See NWPA Section 302(a)(2); 10 C.F.R. § 961.11

(1984). This currently amounts to continuing contributions at an

average rate of about $1 million per day.

Utilities thus have special and substantial interests

in the NWPA program. In particular, Utilities have a significant

interest in issues raised in this proceeding. As is clear from

the foregoing, the success of the DOE program under the NWPA is

of vital importance to Utilities. Utilities therefore are

concerned that DOE be allowed to carry out its responsibilities

and exercise its authority under the Act. In addition, however,

the success of the waste disposal program will likely depend on

effective state participation in the repository siting process.5/

This participation is, of course, to be conducted according to

the provisions of the

Utilities are especially concerned with the degree of state

participation provided for at this particular stage of the siting

process in Nevada, an issue raised directly by Nevada's petition

in this case.

In addition, as part of their concern for a successful

waste disposal program, Utilities have an interest in effective

and efficient program management. Any delay in the program will

5/ The NWPA provides for the involvement of both states and
affected Indian tribes. Since no Indian tribes are parties
or amici in this proceeding, however, the discussion of
these provisions will refer only to states, for the sake of
simplicity.
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affect Utilities as generators and storers of high-level radio-

active waste. Moreover, Utilities, as the funders of the

program, have an interest that the program be implemented

efficiently to minimize unnecessary costs. Utilities also have

an interest that the Nuclear Waste Fund itself be administered

efficiently, consistent with the requirements of the Act and the

legitimate needs of the program.

It is in light of these significant interests in the

NWPA program and in the issues raised by Nevada's petition that

Utilities wish to participate as amici curiae in this proceeding.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

To avoid unnecessary duplication and burden on the

court, Utilities adopt the statement of facts set forth in the

government's brief. Utilities wish to emphasize certain points,

however, that have a special bearing on Utilities' interests.

As noted above, the site selection and development

process under the NWPA is divided into different stages. Under

section 116(a) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. S 10136(a), DOE must notify

states containing "potentially acceptable sites' for the first

repository. Under section 112(b)(1)(A), 42 U.S.C.

S 10132(b)(1)(A), DOE then is to officially nominate at least

five of these sites as suitable for 'site characterization."

Nomination must be accompanied by environmental assessments

("EAs") for each site, and also involves consultation with the

states. Section 112(b)(1)(A), (E). DOE next is to narrow the
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slate of at least five sites down to three, which are recommended

to the President for detailed site characterization as 'candidate

sites." Section 112(b)(1)(B). The President may then either

approve or disapprove each candidate site recommendation.

Section 112(c).

After Presidential approval of a site as a candidate

site, DOE may proceed with detailed site characterization

activities under section 113, 42 U.S.C. S 10133. A site

characterization plan must be prepared and submitted to the

states for review. Section 113(b)(1). Full-scale site

characterization activities are more extensive than previous

activities under the Act: for example, during the detailed site

characterization stage DOE may sink large diameter shafts for in

situ exploration and testing purposes, an activity that is

generally prohibited at earlier points in the siting process.

See, e.g., sections 112(b)(3), 112(f), 113(a), 113(b); 10 C.F.R.

5 60.10 (1985).

DOE also must attempt to enter into written agreements

with the states. Section 117(c), 42 U.S.C. S 10137(c). These

"consultation and cooperation" agreements are to specify proce-

dures for the purposes enumerated in section 117(c), including

procedures for state comments on environmental concerns and state

monitoring and testing of activities on site.

Upon completion of site characterization activities,

DOE is to recommend a site to the President for construction of a

repository. Section 114(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. S 10134(a)(1). The
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President in turn is to recommend one site to Congress for final

approval before construction activities may begin. Section

114(a)(2)(A). The site is, in effect, automatically approved

unless a state submits a notice of disapproval to Congress under

section 116(b), 42 U.S.C. S 10136(b), and Congress does not

override this disapproval under section 115, 42 U.S.C. 5 10135.

The NWPA provides for funding of state participation in

the site selection and development program in section 116(c).

See also section 302(d)(6). Nevada, as a state notified by DOE

under section 116(a) that it contains one of the nine sites

identified by DOE as "potentially acceptable sites," submitted

requests for funding for certain activities related to the site

selection process in Nevada. 6/ Among the activities included in

the grant requests were certain hydrologic and geologic studies

involving independent drilling work by the state in order to

gather primary site data.

For the most part, DOE granted Nevada's requests for

funding. See R. 25, 37, 46, 53. 7/ With regard to Nevada's FY

1985 request, however, DOE, stated that, although it would

finance some portions of the grant request, the studies could not

be funded since they did not come within activities of the type

6/ The grant requests were made for fiscal years ("FYs") 1984
and 1985. The details of these requests are discussed in
the government's brief.

7/ References to the record refer to item numbers rather than
page numbers, and are abbreviated as 'R. on Page refer-
ences to individual items in the record are supplied where
appropriate.
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to be covered by grants under the NWPA and

R. 41, Attachment A at 2. 8/ DOE further

indicated that the studies could not be funded because they

involved i.e. primary data gathering"

R. 45 at 1. In addition, attached as a

standard provision of the grant award was a proviso that the

funds not be used for litigation against the government. R. 53

at H-3. See also R. 53 at F-1.

On December 7, 1984, Nevada informed DOE by telephone

that unless DOE agreed to fund Nevada's entire FY 1985 grant

proposal Nevada would seek an injunction against issuance of the

EAs. R. 49. DOE then officially set forth its position on the

grant request in a letter to Nevada dated December 13, 1984,

which continued to deny funding for the hydrologic and geologic

studies. R. 51. The letter noted:

If a State identifies a concern which in its
view requires additional primary data collection
and DOE agrees that the data is needed, DOE will
do the primary data collection itself, which
could involve contracting with the State, if the
State has the capability. Pursuant to DOE's
responsibilities under the NWPA to consult and
cooperate with the States, a concern by a State
over the need for primary data collection for
the purpose of site characterization will be
reviewed wit' the objective of satisfying that
concern by all reasonable means.

8/ The November 7, 1984 letter included at R. 41 enclosed a
copy of internal DOE guidelines concerning DOE policy as to
activities covered by the NWPA. In spite of implications to
the contrary, see, eAl., Amicus Brief of Minnesota and Texas
at 6, it is the propriety of DOE's action under the NWPA
regarding Nevada's grant request, and not the validity of
the internal DOE grant guidelines, that is at issue here.
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Id. at 1. Nevada filed its petition for review on December 14,

1984, under section 119(a) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. S 10139(a).

This was within the 180 days allowed by the Act. 9/

ARGUMENT

Utilities submit at the outset that, Petitioner's brief

to the contrary, the issue presented here is not the broad

theoretical question of states' entitlement to funding under the

NWPA in general. Rather, the only matter that need and should be

addressed is the narrower question of

Specifically, Nevada has been notified under section

116(a) of the NWPA that it contains a "potentially acceptable

site" for a geologic waste repository. The site has not even

been nominated by DOE under section 112(b)(1)(A), let alone

recommended to the President for characterization as a candidate

site under section 112(b)(1)(B) or approved by the President for

site characterization under section 112(c) 10/ The scope of the

questions raised in this proceeding is thus properly limited to

9/ On the same date, Nevada also filed a motion for a
preliminary injunction; the court denied the motion on
December 19, 1984.

10/ DOE has issued draft EAs indicating that the Yucca Mountain
site in Nevada was one of the five sites proposed to be
nominated and one of the three sites preferred for recommen-
dation for detailed site characterization. The EAs will not
be finalized, however, until later in 1985, and nomination,
recommendation and Presidential approval will not occur
until after that.
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the reasonableness of DOE's denial of funding in the case of

Nevada, a state containing a site which has not yet been, and may

never be, approved for characterization under section 112(c).

Put differently, DOE has yet to take any final action

with regard to determining which activities are appropriate for

funding during site characterization after section 112(c)

approval, because that point in the site selection process has

not yet been reached. Any views as to what DOE might do when

such a context arises, therefore, can only be speculative. In

addition, the site in Nevada may never be approved as a candidate

site for characterization. There is no need, nor is it desirable

as a general principle, for the court to address questions which

may never be in actual dispute. See, e.g., New York Stock

Exchange v. Bloom, 562 F.2d 736 (D.C. Cir. 1977), cert. denied,

435 U.S. 942 (1978). Moreover, when sensitive matters of federal

agency-state relationships under a complicated statute are

involved, it is particularly important not to reach and decide

any unnecessary legal questions prematurely.

I. NEVADA'S RIGHT TO FUNDING UNDER THE NWPA IS NOT
UNLIMITED, AND DEPENDS ON THE STAGE OF THE PROGRAM
AND DOE'S ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM AND THE FUND.

The State of Nevada maintains that it is entitled to a

grant from the Nuclear Waste Fund covering its full request, even

though the request included studies involving primary data

collection. Nevada also objects to two of the standard provi-

sions attached to the grant award, namely, that the grant money
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may not be used to fund litigation against the United States and

that any subcontract that Nevada awards in excess of $50,000 must

first be reviewed and approved by DOE. Petitioner's Brief at 3

(hereafter "Pet. Br. at '). These objections are grounded on

Nevada's basic position concerning its entitlement under the NWPA

to money from the Nuclear Waste Fund: Nevada maintains that it

is entitled to funding virtually without limit and without

condition.

In its brief, Nevada clearly and unequivocally adopts

the position "that Nevada's entitlement to funding for any

activity which it proposes to undertake is subject to only three

limitations." Pet. Br. at 14 (emphasis added). Nevada also

states thit, subject to these three limitations, "Nevada's use of

the Nuclear Waste Fund [ils a right, an entitlement, of the

state, with which the Department may not interfere." Id. at 19.

The three limitations specified by Petitioner are:

First . . . the activity must be relevant to
the proposed repository's planning, siting
and development. Second, Nevada's activities
cannot unreasonably interfere with or delay
the Department's onsite activities
. . . . Third, Nevada's right to funding
is . . . limited by the amount of the Nuclear
Waste Fund available to address competing
demands, if any. No state, for example,
would be entitled to a grant amount so large
that it would leave insufficient money
available for DOE to conduct the activities
required under the Act.

Id. at 14-15. These "limitations' do not, however, impose any

real constraints on Nevada's claimed entitlement to funding.

First, that an activity must be relevant to the
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repository program is not a limitation, but merely reflects the

undisputed fact that the Fund is to be used for the development

of geologic facilities for waste disposal. The number and type

of possible geologic, chemical, physical, nuclear and other

studies pertinent to such facilities is virtually infinite.

Similarly, the second limitation, that Nevada's

activities not "unreasonably interfere with or delay the

Department's onsite activities," is more of a recognition that

DOE does, at bottom, have a role to play in carrying out the

repository program than any sort of stricture. Further, the

inherent latitude available in interpreting this limitation is

aptly illustrated by Petitioner's own discussion. Nevada states

that under this standard, "it would not be entitled to sink its

own exploratory shaft and mine its own breakout rooms at the

repository horizon." Pet. Br. at 14. Such activities and

associated site characterization work would almost certainly

interfere with DOE's work as a consequence of their necessarily

having to be performed on-site, at the repository horizon.

Further, based on estimates, such work may be expected to take on

the order of three years and cost more than $100 million. See

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Manaaement, U.S. Department

of Energy, Project Decision Schedule (DOE/RW-0018 Jan. 1985);

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, U.S. Department

of Enerqv, 2 Draft Mission Plan for the Civilian Radioactive

Waste Manacement Program DOE/RW-0005 Draft, Apr. 1984) at 10-4n.*

Nevada thus leaves itself considerable leeway as to the range of
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activities that might be appropriate under this standard. For

example, Nevade may contend that any less intrusive work - such

as, perhaps, the construction of an exploratory shaft and

breakout rooms at other than the repository horizon - would not

"unreasonably" interfere with the waste program, even though it

may have significant potential for program disruption and delay.

Finally, with respect to the third limitation, the NWPA

establishes a scheme whereby it is impossible for the Fund to

become insolvent. Under section 302 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.

S 10222, if the money in the Fund is 'insufficient to enable the

Secretary [of Energy) to discharge his responsibilities," the

Secretary, in effect, borrows the necessary amount from the

United States Treasury. See section 302(e)(5). The waste

disposal fee charged to electric utilities would then be adjusted

upward to ensure full cost recovery, and the money borrowed from

the Treasury would be repaid to it from the Fund, with interest.

Section 302(a)(4). It is, of course, far preferable that finan-

cing requirements for the waste program be kept within the

existing amount flowing into the Fund from the 1 mil per kw-hr

fee, and this was in fact the intent of Congress. See Part B,

below. Nevertheless, the NWPA provides for upward adjustment of

the fees paid into the Fund to meet needs, so that a "right to

funding . . . limited by the amount of the Nuclear Waste Fund

available to address competing demands" appears to be only a

theoretical constraint.
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Nevada's position with respect to funding rights under

the NWPA simply can not be correct.

Moreover, this position can not be squared with

the language, structure or legislative history of the Act and is

also inconsistent with case law.

A. The Language and Structure of the NWPA
Indicate that Financing from the Waste
Fund Is To Be Limited.

The NWPA provides for direct and close administration

of the Fund by DOE, exclusively. Section 302 provides that "the

Secretary (of DOE]," and none other, "may make expenditures from

the waste Fund." Section 302(d), (e)(2). The Secretary of DOE

also enters into the contracts with utilities imposing the fees

to be paid into the Fund, section 302Ca), (b); adjusts the

amounts of the fees as needed and establishes procedures for

their collection, section 302(a)(4); budgets the Fund, section

302(e)(2); directs the investment of money in the Fund, section

302(e)(3); and borrows for the Fund, as necessary, section

302(e)(5). Section 302(d)(6), read together with section 116(c),

provides that the Secretary is to make expenditures from the Fund

to assist states in their consulting role. However, nowhere does

the Act provide that states are to have control over such

expenditures from the Fund.
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Moreover, the specific language of these sections of

the Act, directly at issue here, reflects DOE's discretion in

financing state activities. Section 116(c) provides that DOE

"shall make grants to each State notified under subsection (a)

(as possessing a potentially acceptable site] for the purpose of

participating in activities required by sections 116 and 117 or

authorized by written (consultation and cooperation] agreement

entered into pursuant to subsection 117(c)." Thus, a DOE grants

program is required. Funding simply upon request, however, is

not. Section 302(d), governing use of the Waste Fund, provides

that DOE "may make expenditures from the Waste Fund, . . . for

purposes . . . including . . . the provision of assistance to

States . . . under . . . (section) 116." (Emphasis added). 11/

The word 'may" is clearly indicative of DOE's authority to

administer the Fund with regard to particular requests. Had

Congress intended that there be mandatory financing for all

requests, the section could have so provided by stating that DOE

"shall make expenditures . . . for purposes . . . including . .

the provision of any review assistance requested by States under

section 116," or utilizing words of similar effect. That

Congress did not so state reflects its intent not to provide

funding to states for whatever might be requested, but to allow

DOE authority to reasonably administer the Fund.

11/ Section 116 references section 117.
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Aside from sections 116 and 302, the language and

structure of the Act, as a whole, are also indicative of DOE's

supervisory role. In the opening section of Subtitle A of Title

I of the NWPA, Congress declares that the accumulation of

radioactive waste is a 'national problem." Section lll(a)(2).

Further, Congress states that "the Federal Government has the

responsibility to provide for the permanent disposal of high-

level radioactive waste and . . . spent nuclear fuel." Section

1ll(a)(4). The stated purpose of the NWPA, moreover, is "to

establish the Federal responsibility, and a definite Federal

policy, for the disposal of such waste and spent fuel." Section

111(b)(2).

The Act thus places the federal government, and

specifically DOE, in charge of developing and administering a

national high-level radioactive waste disposal program. See,

e.g., sections 112-114. As outlined briefly at pages 6-8, supra,

DOE is responsible for every stage in the repository development

process. DOE selects the sites for the repositories, performs

tests and evaluates the sites, and develops the waste reposi-

tories required by the Act. Since all of the financing for these

activities comes from the Nuclear Waste Fund established by the

Act, sections ll1(b)(4), 302(d), it is only logical that DOE, as

the federal agency primarily responsible for carrying out the

waste disposal program under the NWPA, should also have the

authority to administer the Fund that is intended to finance that
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program. This authority must necessarily extend to all

expenditures by DOE specifically directed at repository

development, including grants to states for review activities.

That DOE should have authority to determine the

expenditures to be made from the Fund,

is

particularly clear at the present stage of the site selection

process. At this time, the site in Nevada has not even been

nominated as one of the five sites suitable for site characteri-

zation, let alone recommended and approved as one of the three

candidate sites. To deprive DOE of its discretion, and thereby

allow Nevada virtually unlimited use of the Fund now, before

sites are finally selected for site characterization activities,

would be to permit what may prove to be an unnecessary use of the

Fund, for one state, at the expense of electric utilities - and,

ultimately, their ratepayers - across the country.

Nevada also appears to rely on the concept of DOE

"consultation and concurrence" with the states, as embodied in

some early bills considered prior to passage of the NWPA, to

support its argument that it is entitled to full funding of

virtually all grant requests. See, e.q., Pet. Br. at 22-24. In

the NWPA as adopted, however, there is no such general 'consulta-

tion and concurrence" provision. There is provision for consul-

tation and cooperation during detailed site characterization

activities, under section 117(b), 42 U.S.C. S 10137(b), but

neither the Nevada site nor any other has yet reached this stage.
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There is also provision in the Act for states to enter into

specific consultation and cooperation agreements with DOE, under

section 117(c), but Nevada has not entered into such an agree-

ment. Moreover, the concept of "consultation and concurrence"

was never intended to provide states with final decision-making

authority as to any aspect of the waste program. Rather, it

simply implied that there should be an ongoing dialogue and

generally cooperative relationship between states and federal

agencies. See, e.g., Office of Technology Assessment, Managing

the Nation's Commercial High-Level Radioactive Waste (OTA-0-171

March 1985) at 181-82 (Add. 16-17).

B. The Legislative History of Section 302 Supports
the Concept of Controlled Management of the Funa.

As indicated above, section 302 of the NWPA provides

for financing of the Waste Fund through the payment by electric

utilities of a 1.0 mil ($0.001) per kw-hr fee on nuclear-

generated electricity. Establishment of the 1.0 mil fee stems

directly from Senate.bill S. 1662, which was passed in April

1982. S. 1662, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., 128 Cong. Rec. S4325-35

(daily ed. Apr. 29, 1982). S. 1662 was the first high-level

radioactive waste legislation adopted by either the House or the

Senate during the 97th Congress and led directly to enactment of

the NWF.:., as Pub. L. No. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2201 (1983). 12/

12/ Following the passage of S. 1662 in April of 1982, the House
passed companion legislation, H.R. 3809, in December. H.R.
3809, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., 128 Cong. Rec. H8800 (daily ed.
Dec. 2, 1982). S. 1662 and H.R. 3809 were thereafter

(footnote continued)
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The fee was set at 1 mlu per kilowatt-hour on the basis

that such an amount should be adequate to cover all costs of

disposal. See, e.g., 128 Cong. Rec. S4156, S4163-64 (daily ed.

Apr. 28, 1982) (statements of Senator McClure). Certain ques-

tions were raised during floor debate of S. 1662 concerning the

long-term adequacy of the fee in view of the potential impact of

such things as inflation, waste program schedules, and the future

amount of electrical energy to be produced from nuclear power.

See, e.g., id. at S4164, S4166-67 (statements of and material

submitted for record by Senator Bumpers). However, the bill was

sponsored based on a judgment that the 1 mil fee would be

adequate to cover the costs of the program, including DOE

expenditures related directly to repository development and those

in support of state and related activities. In the words of

Senator McClure, the floor-manager of S. 1662 in the Senate:

The total cost of the program will depend
upon future actions, which we can only
anticipate and estimate.

It is our expectation that the financing
provided for within the bill will be adequate
to pay the costs of the program and that,
therefore, there would be no direct cost to
the taxpayer.

Id. at S4177 (emphasis added). The establishment of the 1 mil

fee, a fee subject to adjustment but based on an initial deter-

,.oination by legislative sponsors that it should be adequate to

(footnote continued from previous page)
combined in one common piece of legislation which was passed
by both the House and Senate. See 128 Cong. Rec. S15,621-
70, H10,516-44 (daily ed. Dec. O 1982).
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cover all program costs, 13/ is simply not consistent with an

argument that the Act contemplates essentially open-ended funding

for independent state monitoring and testing activities. 14/

That the NWPA is not intended to require the funding of

all waste-related monitoring and testing activities requested by

states is also made clear in the recent report issued by the

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, entitled:

Managing the Nation's Commercial High-level Radioactive Waste

(OTA-0-171 Mar. 1985) ("OTAReport"). The OTA is an analytical

arm of the U.S. Congress whose basic function is to help legis-

lators anticipate and plan for the impacts of technology. See

OTA Report at inside back cover. In its report, the OTA consi-

ders the matter at issue here: the funding of state activities

pertinent to review of DOE waste program work being performed

within their borders. The OTA Report states:

13/ Even the Congressional Budget Office, which had raised some
questions concerning the long-term adequacy of the 1 mil fee
under certain scenarios, agreed that '(Al one-mill fee is
indeed adequate as a point of departure," although
"increases in this fee are likely to be necessary in the
1990s." Letter from Alice M. Rivlin, Director,
Congressional Budget Office, to Senator Pete V. Domenici
(April 23, 1982), reprinted in 128 Cong. Rec. S4169 (daily
ed. Apr. 28, 1982) (emphasis added).

14/ The Senate had an opportunity to reconsider the 1 mil fee
when, after passage of S. 1662 in April of 1982, it
undertook consideration of a modified version of H.R. 3809,
the companion legislation passed by the House in December
1982. The House bill lacked the 1 mil provision but, in
adopting H.R. 3809, the Senate reinserted it. See, e.g.,
128 Cong. Rec. S15,654, S15,670 (daily ed. Dec. 20, 1982).
The Senate version of H.R. 3809, containing the 1 mil per
kilowatt-hour provision, was adopted later the same day by
the House and became the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. See id.
at H10,516-25, H10,542-44.
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NWPA provides States and affected Indian
tribes with funding for such independent
technical reviews. The Environmental
Evalulation Group in New Mexico provides a
good example of how such review might be
accomplished. This group, which is supported
by funds from DOE, provides the State of New
Mexico with independent technical review of
DOE activities in developing the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad.

OTA Report at 185 (Add. 18).

Under established procedures, however, the New Mexico

Environmental Evaluation Group ("EEG") neither has a right to

funding by DOE for whatever it requests, nor re-iives such

funding. Rather, EEG involvement is pursuant to specific

contractual terms negotiated with DOE. Thus, the interpretation

of the Act being urged by Petitioner with respect to independent

state review activities imi

OTA's reference

to Environmental Evaluation Group arrangements in New Mexico as

"a good example of how . . . [state activities pertinent to

independent) review might be accomplished" constitutes clear

recognition of the fact that the NWPA does not require funding of

all such activities for which financing is sought.

C. DOE's Position that It is Required to Use
Reasonable Judgment in Determining Appropriate
Expenditures from the Fund is Consistent with
General Administrative Law.

It is a general proposition of administrative case law

that administrative agencies have the authority to construe and

apply the provisions of the statutes under which they act. See,

G.
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e.g., Unemployment Compensation Comm'n of Territory of Alaska v.

Aragan, 329 U.S. 143, 153-55 (1946); Udall V. Tallman, 380 U.S.

1, 16 (1965), reh'q. denied, 380 U.S. 989; L'Enfant Plaza North,

Inc. v. District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency, 300 F.

Supp. 426, 428 (D.D.C. 1969), aff'd in part, rev'd in part on

other grounds, 437 F.2d 698 (D.C. Cir. 1970), on remand 345 F.

Supp. 508 (1972), aff'd 486 F.2d 1314 (1973). Thus, as the

agency responsible for the entire high-level waste disposal

program, including the Waste Fund, DOE has the authority - and,

indeed, the responsibility - to interpret and apply the Act.

In addition, DOE's interpretation of the Act, assuming

it is reasonable, is entitled to great deference. E.g., Udall,

380 U.S. at 16; Ollestad v. Kelley, 573 F.2d 1109, 1111 (9th Cir.

1978). Moreover, "(plarticularly is this respect due when the

administrative practice at stake 'involves a contemporaneous

construction of a statute by the men charged with the responsi-

bility of setting its machinery in motion; of making the parts

work efficiently and smoothly while they are yet untried and

new.'" Power Reactor Development Co. v. International Union of

Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers, 367 U.S. 396, 408 (1961),

citing Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co. v. United States, 288 U.S.

294, 315 (1933). It is clear that DOE's interpretation of the

NWPA as providing it with authority to actively administer the

Fund is reasonable.
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II. DOE ACTED REASONABLY IN DENYING FUNDS UNDER THE
NWPA FOR PORTIONS OF NEVADA'S GRANT REQUEST.

In construing provisions of the NWPA for purposes of

administering the Waste Fund, DOE must meet a test of reason-

ableness. See, .g., Unemployment Compensation Commission, 329

U.S. at 153-54. Or, as the State of Washington formulates the

issue, DOE must determine "that the state activities for which

funding is sought be 'reasonable' in view of the policies of the

Act," before granting requests for funding. Amicus Brief of

Washington at 2, 10. In this instance, DOE found that, based on

the agency's construction of the NWPA, most of Nevada's request

was reasonable. However,

f

These findings should be upheld by the

court. See, e.g., Udall, 380 U.S. at 16.

A. DOE Acted Reasonably in Denying Funds for
Primary Data Collection by Nevada Prior to
Approval of the Nevada Site for Characterization.

Section 116(c) provides that DOE "shall make grants to

each State notified under subsection (a) for the purpose of

participating in activities required by sections 116 and 117 or

authorized by written agreement entered into pursuant to subsec-

tion 117(c)." 15/ Section 116(a) requires DOE to identify states

containing "potentially acceptable sites" for repositories and to

notify those states of the sites; these activities have been

15/ Section 302(d)(6) simply refers to section 116.
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completed for some time with respect to Nevada and thus funding

for them is no longer in issue. Otherwise, the "activities

required by sections 116 and 117" all are activities which occur

at the site characterization stage or afterwards. Since the site

in Nevada has not yet even been nominated as a candidate site for

site characterization, Nevada can not base its grant request on

any of these provisions.

Similarly, Nevada can not base its grant request on

section 117(c). Although this provision can apply before site

characterization to states that simply have been notified under

section 116(a),

As DOE indicates in its brief, primary data-gathering

activities, for which Nevada has been denied funding, are the

Department's responsibility alone. This question need not,

however, be addressed here. See pages 10-11, supra. Indeed, the

issue may never have to be judicially addressed. The site in

Nevada may not be selected for detailed characterization, or

Nevada may change its request. On the other hand, DOE may expand

its own program in a way that satisfies Nevada, or the Department

and the state may enter into a mutually satisfactory consultation

and cooperation agreement. The court thus need go no farther

than to decide the propriety of DOE's action in light of the

current situation, where no sites have been approved as candidate

sites for full characterization, either in Nevada or elsewhere.
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B. DOE Acted Reasonably in Denying Funds to
Nevada for Attorney's Fees for Litigation
Against DOE.

As the government demonstrates in its brief, DOE '.s

fully within the law in its denial of funds to Nevada for

attorney's fees for litigation against DOE. See, e.g., OMB

Circular No. A-87, 46 Fed. Reg. 9548 (1981) (R. 53); Hamilton v.

Northeast Kansas Health Systems Agency, Inc., 701 F.2d 860 C10th

Cir. 1983). Utilities support this position.

Further, there is no provision in the NWPA requiring

DOE to award funds for attorney's fees. The portion of S. 1662

discussed in Nevada's brief was not adopted in the final form of

the NWPA. See Pet. Br. at 24-25. Moreover, the referenced part

of S. 1662 pertained to the content of a cooperative agreement,

which does not exist here. Finally, it may be an enormous drain

on the Fund for monies to be distributed to cover attorney's fees

for all states challenging, under section 119 of the NWPA, some

action of DOE, and may even encourage legal disputes. Nothing in

the Act indicates that Congress intended the Fund to bear such

extensive liability or to encourage litigation.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the court should

uphold DOE's denial of funds to Nevada for state-conducted site

characterization activities and for attorney's fees for litiga-

tion against DOE.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael A. Bauser
Jill E. Grant

Newman & Holtzinger, P.C.
1615 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 955-6600

Attorneys for Amici Curiae
Utilities
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NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY
ACT OF 1982

TTLE 1-DISPOG6AL AND STORAGE OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIO.
ACTIVE WASTE, SPENT NUCLEAR FUEl. AND LOW-LEVE.L
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

a0 . a

Bvrrrrz A-Poeroluu zot DIUoe&. Or Hto*Ln.
JLU2MOACMYZ WAm Au 8m NucLAx ?uzr

MfDNOI A"D ?r uON

Smc 111. (a) FixmDos.-7U Congrm finds that- 42 uac o0131.
(1) radioactive waste creates potential risks and requires "to

Lad snzvronmerity acceptable methods of disposal;
(2) a nationaI problem hu been created by the acumulation

of (A) pnt nuclear fuel from nuclear reactors; and (B) radloac-
tive wal from (I) reprooeng of spent nuclear fuel; (i) actirI.
tie. related to medical reearch, dlns and treatment; and
(,11) other eour;

(3) Federal orts durn t pt 80 Tners to devise a perma.
Dent solution to the polesI of civilian radioactive waste
disposal ha,, not been idoquat.

(4) while the Fede Govern ment has the resPo wbility to
provide for the permanent dispo my e of ihnlenl rdictt
waste and such e nt nucleer hcal s may be dies of In
order to protec public health and safet ad en nd
ment. the coto such disposal should be 2ei responsibility of
the gmneratom and owners of such west. and "et fuel;

(5) the generators and owners of hlo-levol radioactlve waste
and ant nuclear fuel have the primary responsibility to pr
vide for, and the responsibillty to pay the cts of the interim
storage of such waste nd spent fuel until such waste and spent
fuel Is acoepted by the Secretary of Energy in accordana with
the M onso to hAct:

(61 Sate nd public participation in tae plan and develop.
ment of repositories Is essential ln order to promote public
ccrfidence in the safety of disosal of such waste and spent ftel;
and

m high-lel radioactive waste and pat nuclear fuel have
butome mujor betacke of pubsic cthatsu waste *pp p
caution muat be tjen to nurb that cuch ant "a ent fuol
do not adversely offect the public health and safety and the
environent for thin or fhture pnerations.

(h) Puvan.-The purposes of this subtitle are-
(1) to establi a schedule for the siting. consruction, and

operation of repositories that will provide a reasonable assur.
ance that the public and the environment will be saequtely
;rotected from the hazard posed by high-level radioactive
wase and such spent uclear fuel as may be disposed of in a
repository;

(2) to etablish the Federal responsibility, and a defiaite
Federal policy. for the disposal of such waste and spent fuel;

(3) to defin# the relatL-iablp between the Federal Gvrn
ment and the State governments with rspect to the disposal of
such waste and spent fuel; and

(4) to etablish a Nuclear WLste Fund, composed of payments
made by the generatorr and mner of such wase a" sret
fuel, that will ensure that the costs of carrying out activities
relating to the disposal of such waste and spent fuel will be
borne ty the persons responsible for pnerating such waste and
spent fuel.

1



33CR d XDATION 0 CAWDMATX vTi FOR UrM CNARACTSgA12AnON

41 USC lot12. .S .12

(b) Ruconwro Anon kV SZCUMARI TO THI PrnDQr.-(IXA)
Followlnl the isduacJ CCOMdsineo Un"oder =bswcno (a) and consul.
tatlon wiLh the OGmrnors of affected States. the Sectary "ll
Dominate at least 6 SUt that he determlner, sitable tor site chalC
terization for selection of the first rposJtory *ite.

CB) Subsequent to such nominaton. the Scretary shall recom.
mend to the President 3 of the nominated sites not later than
January 1, 1985 for characteduatlon as candidate sites.

* * * 0

CE) Each nomination of a dite under thi subsection shall be
accompanled bt an environmental asesment, which shall Include a
detailed statement of the basis for such recomendation and of the
probable Izmpa of the site charactrization activities planed for
such site. and a dlacusalon of alternate tivites relating to site
charactritAtion that may be undertaken to avoid such impacts.
Such envLroimental asftS ent shall Include-

(1) an evaluatlon by the Scrtary s to whether such site Is
suitable for site characterization under the guideline. wtab-
lished under subecon (a);

(LI) an evaluation by the Secretary to whether such dte s
suitable for development U a repository utder each such guide.
line that doeo not require site characterization as a prereoulaits
for application of such gWudelin

(i) an evluation by the Secretary of the effects of the site
characterization ativities at such site on the public health and
sfety and the environmnt

(lI reasonable comparatlv eauation by the Secretary of
such site with other sites and locations that have been consid-
ered;

(v) a description of the decison pro by which such site was
rcommended; and

(n) an asesosment of the regional and local impacts of locat-
ing the propcoed repository at such dito.

* 0 * 0

(3) In evaluating the situ nominated under this section prior to
any decision to recommend a site as a candidate site, the Secretary
sha.1 uae available geophysical, geoJogic, geochemicaJ ad hydro10
gic, and other onformation and shall not conduc t ay prelimiory
boring or ecaations at a dto ual)unless (scD pSeim ry borin or
excavtion activtiues were iD prors upo the date of esnamezt of
this ALct or (ii) heSecrary certfio availab ile informa.
tion from oher souros, in the abenc of peln boring or
excavations. will not be adequate to ats ppicle rure t
of tils At or any other law. Prouidect, t premlnuyoring or
excavations under this section shall not e od dmeter of 6
inches.

2



(C) PU=TD xn4AL rVnrW Or R mtif0ND= CANrDDATI Smll.-(I)
The President shall review each candidate cite recommendation
made by the Secretary under subsection (b). Not later than 60 days
alter Lh. submission by the Scretary of a recommendation of a
candidte site, the President. in his disrtion, may either approve
or disapprove such cand1dtat site, and shall tLragnmit any such
decision to the Secretary and to either the Governor and legislature
of the State In which such candidate site is located, or the governing
body of the affcted Indian tribe where such candidate site is
locateod an the case may be. If. during such 60-day period. the
President ftlb to approve or diapprov such candidat mite or fais
to invoke his Authority undu piritph (2) to delay his decision,
such candidate site shall be considered to be approved, and the
Secretary shal notify such Governor and legilature, or governing
body of the affected Indian tribe, of the approval of such candidate
cite by reson of the Iaction of the Prident

(2) The President may delay for not more than 6 months his
decision under par&rph (1) to approve or disapprove a candidate
site, upon determining that the Information provided with the
recornendation of the Secretary is insuffilcient to p.rmnit a decision
within the 60-dsy period ref rred to In pvragraph (1). The President
may invoke his authority under this arrph by gubmitting writ-
ton notice to the Congress, within such 60day penod. of his intent to
Invoke ruch authority. If the President invokes such authority, but
fails to approve or disapprove the candidate site involved by the end
of such 6-month period, such candidate site shall be considered to be
approved, and the Secrtary shl notify such Governor and legisla.
twure, or gvverning body of the effected lndian tribe, of the approval
of such candidate site by reason of the Inaction of the President.

( TmY Srm C rcnotxm romx-Nothing in this ection may
be construed as prohibiting the Secretary from continuing ongoin
or pesntly planned site characterization at any site on Depart.
rent of Energy land for which the location of the principal borehole
has been approved by the Secretary by Augt 1, 1982. except that
(1) the environment waesu ment desribed in subsection fbXl) shal
be prapared and made available to the public before proceeding to
sink shafts at any such site; and (2) the Secretary shall not continue
mite characterization at any such site unless such site is among the
candidate sites recommended by the Secretary under the irst soen.
tence of subsection (b) for site characterization and approved by the
President under subsection (c% and (J) the Secretary shall conduct
public hearings under 113(bX2) and comply with reouirements under
section 117 of this Act within one year of the date ofenactnent

3



Irrs CMAXACTMUJTION

etc. 113. (a) Ix Ctx=L-The Secretry al car out, In 4IUBC1031.
ux~rdance with the provisions of this section, appropriate site
characterUition activitie beginning with the candi date ites that
have been pproved under section 112 and ar located in various
pologic m The Secretary shall consider fully the commente
received under subsection (bX2) and section 112fbX2) and shall, to the
maximum extent practicable and in consultation with the Governor
of the State involved or the verning body of the affected Indian
tribe Involved, conduct uit. thsracterization activitise in a manner
that minimizes any siguificnt adverse envrimnzental impacts Iden-
tified in such comments or in the environmental sioesment submit-
ted under subsection XI)

(b) Couuumox An SrAT.-(1) Before proceeding to sink shafts
at any candidate site, the Secretary shall submit for such candidate
site to the Commission and to either the Governor and legislature of
the State in which such candidate site is located, or the gveri
body ot the affected lndian tribe on whcae reservation such cadi-
date site is located, u the ca may be. for their review and
comrnmnt-

(A) a seneral plan for site characterization activities to be
conducted at such candidate site, which plan shaL include-

(1) a description of such candidate site;
(ui) a description of such site characterization activities,

including the following the extent of planned excavations,
plans for any onsite testing with radioactive or nonradioa-
tive material, plans for any investigation activities that
my affect the capability of such candidate site to isolate
igh-level radioactive waste and pent nuclear fuel, and

plan to control any adverse, fety-related ImpActs from
such site characterization actlvities;

(iii) plans for the decontanlnation and dewoioni
of such candidate site, and for the mitigation of any sigil-
cant adverse environmental Impacts caustl by dite car
terization activities if it Is determined unsuitable for appli-
cation for a construction authorization for a repository;

(iv) criteria to be used to determine the suitability of such
candidate site for the location of a repcaztory, developed
pursuant to section ll1a2) and

(v) any other information required by the Commin on;
tE) a description of the possible form or packaging for the

high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel to be em-
placed in such repository, a description, to the extent prctica.
ble, of the relationship between such waite form or packgin
and the p1logic mediumn of such site. and a description of the
cvitiea being conducted by the Soctary with rspect to such

possible waste form or packaging or such relationship; and
(C). a conceptual repository detign that takes into account

likely site-specific requirements.

. * . .

4
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Eac. 114. (A) HKARIM0a A1to PALSIDJUAL R=WbUNDATIOl.-(1) di C 10114.
IIe Secretary shall hold public hearinp In the vicinity of each she
under consideration for recommendatlon to the President under this
peragraph as a site for the development of a repository. for the
purpoon of InforminK the residents of the area In which such site is
located of such consideration and reclinv their comments rtegrd-
ing the posaible recommendation of such si. If. upon completion of
such hearings and completion of site characterizaton activities at
not low than 3 candidate sites for the first proposed repository, or
from alJ of the characterized sites for the development of subsequent
respositorim, under section I 11, the Secretary decides to recommend
approvaJ of such site to the President, the Secretary shalI notify the
Governor and legislature of the State in which such site Is located,
or hc vvrnin body of the affected Indian tribe where such aite Is
located, a the cae may be, of such decision. No sooner than the
epiration of the 304ay eriod following such notification, the
Secretary shall submit to the President a recomrnendation that the
President approve such site for the development of a repository. Any
such rconmmendation by the Secretary shell be boned on thei record
of information developed by the Sectry under ecion 118 and
this section. including the information described in subparagrph
(A) through subpargaph (G In making site recommendations and
approvals subsequent to the first site recommendation, the Seere.
tary and the President. rpectively, shall also consider the need for
regional distribution of repositories and the need to minimize, to the
extent practicable. the impects and cost of transporting spent fuel
and solidified high-level radioective wante. Together wnth any rec-
ommendation of a site under this paragraph, the Secretary shall
make availale to the public, and submit to the Praident, a compre-
hensive statement of the basis of such recommendation, including
the lollo.

th u aecription of the proposed repository, including prelimi-
ey neering specifications for the facility;

) a de ption ft the waste firm or pacg proed for
us at such repository, and an explanation of the reLationship
betwen such waste form or packing and the geologic medium
of such site;

(C) a diacumion of data. obtained In site characterization
activitiea. relating to the safety of such site;

(D) a final envronmental impact statement prepared pursu-
ant to subsection If) and the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (42 U.SC 4321 et seq . including an analysis of the
consideration given by the Secretary to not le than S candi-
date sites for the furst proposed respoitory or to all of the
charUerized sites for the development of susequent repouitor-
ic with rtopect to which site characterization is completed
under section 113. together with comments made concerning
such environmental impact statement by the Secretary of the
Interior, the Council on Environmental Quality, the Admiis-
trator. and the Commission, except that any such environmen-
tls impact statement concerning the first repository to be devel-
oped under this Act shall not be required to consider the need
for a repository or the alternatives to geologic disposl;

(E) preliminary comments of the Commission concerning the
extent to which the at-depth site characterization analysis and
the waste forn proposal for such sato seem to be sufficient for
inclusion in any application to be submitted by the Scrtary
for licensing of such site as a rpository-

(l) the views and comments of the Gcvtrnor and legislature of
any State. or the governing body of any affected Indian tribe, as
determined by the Se tary, together with the response of the
Secretary to such viea:

(0) such other information am the Secretary considers appro
prat; and

(H) any imped rlpotd submitted under section 1t6(cX2XB) by
the State in which such site Is located, or under section
118(bX8(B) by the affetd Indian tribe where such sit is
located. a, the case may be.

S



(2XA) Not later than March 31, 1987. the President shall submit to
the Congress a recommendation of one site from the three sites
Initiaj1y charactrized that the President considers qualified for
application tar a construction authorization for a repository. Not
later than March Si. 1990. the President shall submit to the Con.
gr a recommendation of a second site from any sites already
characteriued that the President considers quallfied for a construce
tion authorization for a second repository. The President shall
submit with such recommendation a copy of the report for such site
prepared by the Secretary under paragraph (1). After submision of
the econd such recommendation, the President may submit to the
Congreu recommendations for other sites, in accorance with the
provisions of this subtitle.

6



axv1rW or W'DerroaY.srr BKLtcfO N

Stc. 115. (a) Dr,,mox.-For purposes of this section. the term 42 USC 101St.
"resolution of repository siting approval' means a joint resolution of
the Congreu. the matter aer the resolving clause of which is as
follows: 'That there herebyis approved the site at .-. for a
repository, with respect to which a notice of disapproval was submit-
kd by a on _ ". The first blank space n such resolution
shall be filled with the name of the geographic location of the
proposd site of the repository to which such resolution pertains; the
second blank space in such reolution shall be filled with the
designation ot the Stte Governor and legislature or Indian tribe
gverning bodyr submitting the notice of disapproval to which such
reolution pertains; nd the Lat blank space ln such reolution shall
be filled with the date ofsuch submission.

(bI STATr Oft IxDLA Twit Prrnoxs.-The designation of a cste as
suitable for application for a construction authorization for a reposi.
tory Ihall be effective at the end of the 60-dag period beginning on
the date that the President recommends suc site to the Congress
under section 114. unless the Governor and legislature of the Stat
in which such site is located, or the governing body of an Indian
tribe on whose reservation such site ib located, as the case may be.
ba submitted to the Congres a notice of disapproval under section
116 or 118. If any such notice of disapproval has been submitted, the
designation of such site shall not be effective except am provided
under subsection c.

(C) CoNaazasioNA.L Rrvsrw or Parraoxs.-U any notice of disap.
proval of a repocitor) site designation hss been submittod to the
Congress under section 116 or 118 after a recommendation for
approval of such site is made by the President under section 114.
such site shall be disapproved unles, during the first period of 90
calendar day. of continuou~m sesion of the Congress after the date of
the receipt by the Conpesa of such notic. of disapproval, the
Congress passes a resolution of repository siting approval in accord.
anc~e wth this subeection approving such site, and such rsclution
thereafter becomes law.
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PAJZCYATION Of EAI

az uSC olns. Scc 116. (a) NonncAToN o0 STATE ANCD Amrcr Tazs.-The
Secretar ll Identify the States with one or more potentially
acceptable sites for a repository within 90 dayi after the date of
enactment of this Act. Within 90 days of such Identification, the
Secretary shall notify the Governor, the State legislaturw, and the
tril council of any aectod Indi tribe in Lay State of the
potentially acceptable sites within such State. For the purpose of
this title, the term "potentially acceptabl site" means any site at
which. after geologic studies an field mapping but before detailed
geologic data gathering, the Department undertakes praliminary
arillnig and rophysica. testing for the definition of cite location.

(b) STA~T rPlCttPATION i RzxxrroaY Srna Dmusooi.-(l)
Unless otherse pravided by State law, the Governor or legislature
of each State sl have authority to subnit a notice of disapproval
to the Congress under paragraph (2). In any cse in which State law
provides for submission of any such notice of disapproval by any
other person or entity, any reference In tLs subtitle to the Governor
or legislature of such State shallbe considerod to refer instead to
wuch other person or entity.

(2) Upon the rubmimion by the President to the Congres of a
recommendation of a sdte for a repository, the Governor or leoisla.
ture of the State in which such ite is located may diapproe the
site designation and submit to the Congress a notice of disapproval.
Such Governor or legisature may submit such a notice of disap-
prmvl to the Congress not later than the 60 days after the date that
the President recommends such site to the Con under section
114. A notice of disapproval shall be considered to be mitted to the
Congres on the date of the transmittal of such notice of disapproval
to the Speaker of the House and the President pro tempore of the
Senate. Such notice of disapproval shaL be accompaniod by a state.
ment of reasons explahning sh7 such Governor oe legislature disap-
proved the recommended repository site involved.

(8) The authority of the Governor or legislature of each Stat.
under this subsection shall not be applicable with respect to any site
located on a reervation.

(c) FWeANCLAL ABISTANCZ.-(IXA) Shb Secretary ohall make
grant to each State notiried under subsection (a) for the purpose of
participating In activities required by sections 116 and 117 or au
thorized by written agreement entered into pursuant to subsection
117(c). Any salary or travel expense that would ordinarily be in
curred by such State, or by any political subdivision of such State,

ay ot be considered eligible for funding under this praraph.
(B) The Secretary &sal make grants to ech State bn which

candidate cite for a repository is a pproved under section 112(cl Such
grants may be made to each such State only for purposes of enabling
such State-

(i) to review activities taken under this subtitle with respect
to such ste for purpo'cs of determining any potential economic,
social, public heaIth and safety, and environmental impact. of
such repository on the State and its residents:

(ii) to delop a request for Impact assistance under para.
graph (2%

(iW) to enae in any monitoring, testing, or evaluation activi-
ties with respect to sate characterization programs with regard
to such site;

(iv) to provide information to Its residents regarding any
activities of such State. the Secretary, or the Commission wit
respect to such site; and

(Y) to request information from. and make commenth and
recommendations to, the Secretary regarding any activities
taken under this subtitle with rupect to such Lite.

(C) Any salary or travel expense that would ordinarily be incurred
by such State, or by any political subdivision of such State, may not
be considered eligible for funding under this paragraph.

(2XA) The Secretary shall provide financial and technical uist.
amceto any State requesting such assistance in which there Is a ste
with repect to rwhich the Commission has authorized construction
of a repository. Such assistance shall be designed to mitigate the
impat o uch State of the development of such repository. Such
asaistance to such State shall commence within 6 months following
the granting by the Commission of a construction authorization for
such repository and following the initiation of construction activities
at such dute.
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CB) Amy Stste deslrin c asitance tider this paragraph sab
prepare and suboit to the Secretary a report on any economic,
i ,ocisl, public halth and safety, and environmenal impacts that ae
likely &a a result of the development of a repository at a site in such
State. Such report shall be submitted to the Secretary following the
completion of site characterization activities at such site and before
the recommendation of such citt to the President by the Secretary
for application for a construction authorization for a repository. As
moon a practicable following the grnting of a costruction authori-
ation for such repository, the Secrtary shall meek to enter into a

bindin aem ent writh the State Involved setting forth the amounxt
of aistance to b proided to such Stte under ths paraph and
the procedue to be followed in prviding such as1tac.

(3) The Secrtary shal also grant to sabh tate and unit of pne
local government In which a site for a repository Is approvod under
section 112(c) an eamouxt each fial year equal to the amount such
State and unit of general local government, respectively, would
receive were they authorized to tax site characterization activities at
such site, and the development and operation of such repository, as
such State and unit of general local government tax the other reel
property and industrial activities occurring within such State and
unit of general local government. Such gnt shall continue until
such time u all such activities, development, and operation a.-e
terminated at such .Ste.

(4XAJ A Stat. may not reCeIv a rt under parwraph (1) after
the expiration of the 1-yar period follon-

(1) the date on which the Secretary notifies the Governor and
legislature of the State involved of the termination of site
chamrcuization activities at the candidate wite involved Ln such
State;

(1W) the date on which the sile In such State Is disapproved
under section 115; or

Ulii) the data on wich ths Co-I on disappros an applica-
Cion for a constmetios authorization for a repository at such
sits;

whichever occurs fait, unless there Is another candidate site In the
State a rove uder section llc) with respect to which the
actions cied clauses (1), (11). and (I) hare not been taken.

(B) A State may not receive any further assistance under me.
graph (2) with respect to a site if repository construction activities at
such ite are terminated by the Secretary or lf such activities are
permanently enjoined by any court.

(C) At the end of the 2-year period beginning en the effective date
of any license to receivv and posa for a repository in a State, no
Federal funds Lhall be made available to such State under para-
graph (1) or (2). except for-

(i) such funds as may be necessary to support State activities
related to any other repository located in. or proposed to be
located in, such State, and for which a Ucense to receive and
possa has not been In efrect for more than I year: and

(II) such tunds as may be neoesury to support State activities
pursuant to amments or contacts for impact assistance en-
terd Into, under paragraph (2). by such State with the Secre
tary during such 2year period.

() Fiancial assistacoe authorized In this subsection shall be
made out of amounts hbld In the Nuclear Waste Fund established in
section 802.

(d) AJDmOOAL Nc cATiox AND COSh7 TATnON.-Whene. the
Secritary is required under any provision of this Act to notify or
consult with the govering body of ana ffected Lndian Ffibe where a
cite is located, the Secretary shll also notify or consult with, as the
cae may be, the Governor of the State in which such reervation is
locatea
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COMMATION WITr ITATU ANXD A CTZ DSAX 7UM

1 UDc 101r7. 8x. 117. a Pioviox or LwposLAaoq-() The Secretary, the
Co=mis1o, and other agencies Involved In the costruiction, o"r

or regulatoo ay aspect of a repository In a State Hll
rovdeto the Gv eror and lgulature of such State, and to the
MMly body of any affected Indian tribe, timely and complete

Inormaton regarding determinatic-A or plans made with respect to
the site charlacrizatIon siting, development, design, licensing, con.
stnutlon. operatlon, reubltion, or decomnmisloniag of such reposi.

tol Upon written roquest for such lnformaloby the Governor or
leileture of such State. or by the governing body of any affected
Indlan ibes, ua the ase may be, the Secretary shall provide a
written reponse to such rquet withln tO days of the rceipt of
such request. Such response sall provide the information requested
or, in the alternative, the resons why the Information cannot be so
provided. If the Secrt falls to so respond within such 80 days,
the Governor or legislature of such State or the governing body of

any ffectd Indlan tribe. ua ho c may b, my transmit a forma
written objection to such failure to respond to the Presdent. If the
President or Secretary falls to rspond to such written request
withi 80 day, of the receipt by the President of such formal written

jction, tbe Secretary shall immediately suand all activities In
such ate authoried by this btitle, and shLl not renew such
activities until th Chvenor or leilature of such State, or the
gerng body of any aff d Indian tbibe, as the cas may be, has
ri th itten response to such written request ruired by
this subsection.

(b) CoxtuLtAnox Am Coomnox.-In performing any study of
an are within a State for the purpose of dotermnn the muluaility
of such ar for a repository pursuant to setion 112(c), and in
nsbsequent!y developing and loading any repository within such
State, the Secretary consult and cooperate with the Governor
and legilatur of much State and the werning body of any affected
Indian tribe in an effort to reeolve the concerns of such State and
any affected Indian tribe recgrdin th public health and aafety,
environental, and eonomic Impc of any such repository. La
carrying out his duties uder this subtitle, the Secretary shal take
owh concerns into ccoant to the -aium extent feasible and as
specified in written agreements entered into under subsection (c).

(c) Wzrrrzx Aour .- Not later than 60 days after (1) the
approal of a site formtecharatrizationfor ch a repoitory
under section l11c), or (2) the written request of the State or Indiah
tribs in any affected State notfied under section 116(a) to the
Secretary, whicher, first occurs, the S tar hall seek to enter
Into a banding written agreement, and s begi negotstlons, with
such State and. where appropriate, to enter Into a separate bidig
agreement ~ith the govrning body of any affected Indian tribe,

gforth (but not mited to) the prdures under which the
reuirementJ ot subsections (a) and (b), and the provsions of such
wrttn" a4reement, shal be carried out.Any such written agre.

nt sha not afct the authoty of the Comision under exist.
og law. Eah such written ement shal to the m-aimum estent
fea, be completed not ter tha 6 months after such notifica-
tiom. 1f such written agreement ts not completed within such period,
the Secretary ahall report to the Congress in writing within 30 ay
an the status of negotiations to develop such agrement and the
rasons why =uch agreement has not been completed. Prior to
submismon of such report to the Congress, the Secetary shall
tran~it such report to the Gvernor of such State or the governing
body of much cffected Indian tribe, as the cae may be, for their
revew and comment. Such commnts shall be cluded in such
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nport prior to submIssion to the Congress. Such written agreement
a pfr odures_

I) by which such State or governing body of an affeced
Indian tribe, as the ea" may be, may study, determine, com-
menrt on. and make recommendations with regard to the possi.
blc pub~lc health and safety, envlronmental, social, and eco
nomie Impat of any euch rtposltorvr

(21 by which the Secretary ahalI consider and respond to
coaxmmnts and recommend~ations made by such State or gCovern.
Ing body of an eitected Indian tribe, Including the period in
which the Secretary shall so reepond;

(t) by which the Strtary and such State or overning body
of an affetd Indian trb may v or modify the agreement
periodically;

t4) by which such Stat* at gverning body of an affected
Indian tnbe s to submit an impact report and request for
Impact assistance under setion 116(c) or section 1b), as the
ea"e may, be;

(6) by which the Secret sll asist such Stat., and the
units of general local government in the vicinity of the repoel-
tor7 sit, in resolving the offaito concerns of such State and
units of geners" local government. including, but cot limited to,
questions of State liability arising from accidents. necewsry
road upgrading and aco to the mite, ongoing emergency pre
parednea and emergency reponse, monitoring of transporta.
tion of higlml radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel
through such State, conduct of baeline healt studies of inhabi-
tans in neighboring communities near the repository aite and
reasonable periodic monitoring thereafter, and monitorin of
the repository site upon any decommisionlng and docontamina-

(6) bw which the Scetary shall consult ad cooperate with
such Statc os A re.ular, ongoing basis and provide for an
orderly pr ad timely schedule for State review and evalu.
ation. including Identlfiation in the agreement of key enta,

ileftnes, and decision points in the activities of the Sotary
at the potential repository aite

(7) by which the Ssetay 11 notify such State prior to the
tranporation of y ih-lel radioactive w and pet
nuclar fuel into s for disposa at the repository site;

(81 by which such Stat. may conduct reasonable independent
monitoring and tarting of sctivties on the repository ite.,
except that such monitoring and testing ahall not unreasonably
interfere with or delay onsito activtiew

(9) for ah ng, in aooord nce wit applicalle law, of aLU
technical and licensing information. the utilization of available
expertise, the facilitatin of permit procedu, joint projocc
review, and the formulation of joint surveillance and monitor-
Ing arrnements to carry out applicable Federal and State
laws;

(10) for public notifation of the procedures apecifid under
the pfroding peranphs. and

(1) for resolving o ctions of a State and affected Indian
trie at any tage of the planning. citing, development, con-
struction, operation, or closure of such a facility within such
Stat. through negotiation. arbitration, or other appropriate
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TMTE m-OT{E PROVISIONS MEATIN TO RADIOACTIVE
WAMTE

* * * S

XUCLLA WASE FXD

S8. SZ (a) CoATm.-M(1) In the performanos of him fnctions 41 UMC JO
under this Act. the Secretary is authorized to enter into contractg
with any person who generates or holds title to hlgh-level radloac-
five waste, or spent nucIler fuel of domettic origin for the accept-
ance of title, t nt transpotation, and divosal of such waste
or rpent fuel. Bu cntr hall provide for payment to the
Becretary of fees pursuant to peragrapsh (2) and (3) sufficient to
onset expendihtres descrte in .uet1on (dl.

(2) For electr~cdty pneratyd a a civilian nuclear ponrr reactor
days aottr the date of * t cf

ths Act, the fee under psrapph (1) shall be equal to 1.0 ml per
kilowcatt-our.

(3) For spent nuclear fuel, or solidified highlvel radioactisv
-aste derived from spent nuclear fuel, which fuel was used to

generate electricity In a civilian nuclear power reactor prilor to the
appy!cation of the fee under paragraph (2) to such reactor, the
Secretary shall, not later ihah 90 days after the date of enactment of
this Az-U establish a I time fe LU m of heavy metal In spent
nuclear fuel, or In solidified lgh leveT radioactveo waste. Such fee
shall be in an amount equivalsnt to an av*rage charge of 1.0 mil per
kilowatt-hour for electricity generated by such spent nuclear fuel. or
such solidified high-level wate derived therefrom, to be collected
from any person dclivr. such spent nuclear fuel or high-level
waste, pursuant to sectlon 123, to the Federal GoveruenL Such fee
shall be paid to the TO~uury of the United States and shall be
deposited In the sepaate fund "established by subsection (c) 126(b). In
psyqng such a fee, the pornon delivering spent fuel, or solidified
Whighlevel radioactive wastes derived therefrom, to the Tederal Gov.
einment shall bane no further financial obligation to the Federal
Gernment for the long-term storag and permanent disposal of
such spent fuel, or the soUdietd high-level radioactive wasut derived
therefrom

(4) Not later than 180 days after the date of enactment of this Act,
the Secretary shall establish procedures for the collection and pay
ment of the fes established by paragraph (2) and paragraph 3) The
Secretary shall snnually review the amount of the feec established
by paragraphs (2) and (3) taO to evaluate whether collection of the
fee will provide sufficient renues to offset the costs au defned in
subeection (d) herein. In the event the Secretary determines that
either lnsufricient or exc revenues are being collected, In order to
recover the costs Incurred the Federal Governent that are
specified In subsection Cd). the Secrctary shalw iro n adjust.
ment to the fee to insure full cost recovery gme uory s
immediately transmit this proposal for such an adjustment to Con-
Kresa. The adjusted fee proposed by the Secretary shall be efective
after a period of 90 days of continuous session bave elapsed
followg the receit ol ch trnsmittal unless during such SV
day period either House of Congrees adopts a resolution dlsapprov-
Ing the Secretarys proposed adjustmeat I accordance with the
prooedures set forth for congrsional review of an energy action
under sion 551 of the Ener Policy and Conservation Act.

(5) Contracts entered ito under ts ction shall provide tht-
(A) follow commencement of operation of a repitory, the

Secretary shall take title to the high-lenl radloahm waste or
nt nuclear fuel involved a expeditiously as practicable upon

the request of the generator or owner of such waste or spent
fuel; and
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(B) in return for the payment of tf. estabilsh by this
secion. the Secretary beginning not later than January 81.
1M8, will dispose of the high-level rndioactlv wsute or spent
nuclear fel Involved as provided In this subtitle.

(6) The ecreta. shall establish In writing criteria settIng forth
the terms and condtions under which such disposal merricn Ihall be
made available.

(h) AmVAXCZ CONTIACMNC flzQuiuwrr.-0 XA) Ih Commission
"Ihll not laue or mnew a license to any person to use a utilization

or production facility under the authority of section 103 or 104 ot the
Atomic Energy Act of 19M (42 UB.C 21 8, 2134) unlese-

(1) srch person has entered Into a aonsrect with the Secretary
uswder thin section; or

(11) the becetry arms In writi that such person is
actively and In pod falth negotiating with the Secretary for a
wntract under ti zctlon.

CB) T1e Commission, a It deems necesary or appropriate. may
rquire u a preondition to the iususnce or renewal of a license
under section 103 or 104 otthe Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.
213. 2134) that the appllcsnt for suh license shell have entered
Into an agreement with the Secretary for the disposal of high-level
radioactve waite and spent nuclear foe that may result from the
use of such license.

(2) Except as provied In pararph (1), no pnt nuclear fuel or
high-lml radioactive waste ginerated or owned by any person
(other than a patent of the United Stat... referred to In section
101 or 102 of title , ULited States Code) may be disposed of by the
Sctary In any repository conadrctod under thbi Ac unlcu the
generstor or owner of such pnt fuel or waste a entered Into a
contract with the Secretary under this section by not later than-

(A) Jun 80, 1983; or
(B) tbe date on which such gtnertor or oer commences

generation of, or takee title to, suh pet fuel or waste;
whichver occur later.

(B) The righta and duties of a prty to a contract entered Into
under ts sction yb aessgnabIs with tansfer of title to the
spent nucler Aul or b1lgleel adoactive waste involved.

(4) No hlgh-levl radioactive waste or spnt nuclear etl generated
or aed by any department of the United States referred to in
section 101 or 102 of title , United States Code, may be disposed of
by the Secrrtary in any ropositor nstructed under this Act unlem
such departzent traner to t Secraord tt In the
Nuclear Waste Fund. amounts quivaleat to the fees th tould be
paid to the Secretary under the contata referred to in this sction
If such wa.tt or rpent fe were generated by an other person.

(c) ErrAwuvow~T or NucLa W Fwn.-7m hereby i
estalished in the Tre1rn of the United State. a separt hnd, to
be known u the Nuclear Wantes Fund. The Waste Fund shal consist
cf-

(1) a1l receipts. proceeds, and recovrries realized by the Sece.
tary under subecdcns (a). (bI and (e) which -hall be deposited
In the Waste Fund Imnmdlitely upon their reilisation;

(2) any appropriations mad kby the Congress to the Waste
Tund, and

(3) any unexpended balae. aonlable on the date of the
enactment of this Act for functions or activities neDary or
Incident to the dispcml of civilian higb-level radioactive wae
or civillm spet nuclear Nut, which sll automatically be
traemned to the Waste Fund on such date.

(d) Us or WAm FiM-Th Secretary may make expenditures
fro the Waste Fund. ubJect to subsection (a). oly for purposes of
radioative waite dluposci actlidte under title. Iand ', includ.

(1) the IdentlFct1M deelopent, lIensIng, constructo
operation, dcom mionn, and post mllson sainte.

ra= and monitoring of any repotory, monitord retrieble
storage fakility or tat and evaluation Ci(clty constructed under
th2s Ac;
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(2) the conducting of nonfenerlt research, d1velopment. and
demonstration activities under this Act;

(31 the administrative cost of the radioactive waste disposa

pr )r=ny costa that may be Incurred by the Secmtary In connee.
tion with the treuportation. treating. or packa'ing of spent
nuclear fuel or highlevel radioactive waite to be disposed of In
a repository to be stord In a monitored. retrievable storage site
or to be uwi in a test and evaluatIon facility;

(5) the costa associated with acquisition, desilrn, modifleation,
replacment. operation. and construction of facilities at a
repoitory site. a monitored, retrievable storage site or a test
and evaluation facility ut. arnd necessary or incident to such
repository, monitored. retrievable storage facility or tat and
evaluation facilitr, and

(6) the provion of assistance to States, units of geners. local
government. and Indian tribes under sections. 116, 18, and 219.

No amount may be expended bl the Secittary under ths subtitle for
the corstruction or expansion of any facility unless such construe.
Uon or expansion Is expressly authorized by thLs or subsequent
lagilation. The Secretary hereby is authoriUed to construct one
repoitory and one test and evaluation facility.

(e) ADiINWRrXAnoK or WA= FuwtD.-(l) Ile Seretary of the
Treasury shall hold the Waite Fund and, after consultation with the
Secretary, annually report to the Congr on the financial condi.
tion and operations of h Waste Fund during the preding fral
year.

(2) The Secretary shall submit the budget of the Waits Fund to
the Office of Management and Budget triennially along with the
budget of the Deparment of Energy submitted at such time in
ac&rdance with chapter 11 of title 81, United States Code. The
budget of the Waste Fund sha1l consist of the etimates made by the
Sertar of expenditures from the Waste Fund and other relevant
financia matters for the succeedin, 8 fiscal years, and hIall be
included in the Budget of the United States Government. The
Secretary may make expenditures from the Waste Fund, subject to
appropriations which call remain available until expended. Appro.
priatons shall be subjet to trennial authorization.

(3) J! the Secretary determies that the Waste Fund contains at
any time amounts in excess or current nee the Secretary may
request the Secretary of the Treasury to invest such amounts. or
any portion of such amounta as the Secretary determines to Lb
appropriate, in obligations of the United States-

(A) having maturities determined by the Secretary of the
Treasury to be appropriate to the needs of the Waste Fund. and

(Bl bearing interest at rates determined to be apropriats by
the Secretary of the Treasury, taking into consideration the
current Average market yield on outstanding marketable obliga.
tions of the United States with remaining periods to maturity
comparable to the maturities of such investments, except that
the intrest rate on such investments shall not exceed the
averaqe interest rate applicable to existing borrowings.

(4) Recepts, proceeds, and recoveries realized by the Secretary
under this section, and expenditures of amounts from the Waste
Fund, shall be exempt from annual apportionment under the provi.
sions of subchapter li of chapter 15 of title 31, United States Code.
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If5 It any time the money, available In the Was Fund are
Inauffilcnt to enable the Secretary to discharge his responsibilltis
undirr this subtitle, the Secretary shall issue to the Secretary of the
Trsausury obligations In such forms and denomlnatlons bearng uch
Maturitse and subject to such terms snd conditions as May be
agrd to by the Secretary and the Setary of the Treasury. The
toial of much obligations shall not exceed amounts p aded In
ypropriation Acts. Redemption of such obligations shall be made
the Secretary from mnoney available In the Waste Fund. uce
obllgctlons shall bear Interestt a rate determined by the Secretary
ot the Triury. which shall be not lew than a rate determined by

taking Intot conideriAon the rage market rield on outsnding
rketable obligations of the United States of comparable matun.

ties dur ng th M month p ing the issuance of the obligations
under this perWqph. The Secsotry of the Trsury shall purchase
any lasued obligations, and for such purpce the Secretary of the
Trmuury In authorized to us " * publi debt transaction the
proceeds from the sale of any securiti id under chapter 31 of
ttle Sl, United States Code, and the pur for which securities
may be issued under such Act are tnd to Include any purchase
of such obliations. The Secretary of the Trau ry may at any time

sell any of the obligations acquired by him uader this pargaph. All
rdemption purchas, and saes by the Setary O the Treasury
of obligation. under this paragraph shall be treated as public debt
truwansacons of the United Stae.s

(6) Any appropriations made avilal to the Waste Fund for any
purpose described in subsection (dl shall be rtpaJd Into the oilnrl
fund of the Treaury, together with intarmt ftm the dat of avail.
ability of the appropriations until the date of rfpayment. Such
Interest shall be on the cumulative amount of appropriations
Ovailble to the Waste Fund, lee the avera undisbursd cuh
balance in the Waste Fund accunt during the fIscal year Izvolved
The rate of such Interest shall be dtermined by the Secrtary of the
Treasury taking into consideration the average market yield during
the month pr i each fiscal year on outstanding marketable
obligations of tha united States of comparable maturity. Interest
paymenta may be deferred with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury, but any Interest payments so deferred sl themselves
bur interest
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Managing the Nation's
Commercial High-Level

Radioactive Waste
Chapter 8

Addressing State and Public Concerns
* * a a

STATE INVOLVEMENT IN WASTE
MA3%TAGEMENT DECISIONS

Page 181: Shared Powers

Bctween preemption and veto, a broad spectrum
of possible approaches to Federal/State sharing of
power in radioactive waste rmanagemcnt were con*
sidered in the debate leading up to passage of
NWPA. This report will use the term sharcdpowers
to characterize this middle ground.

Basic features of most proposals for shared
powers that were considered included: 1) extensive
consultation between States and the Federal Gov-
crnmcnt, often including procedures for resolving
some types of State objections (e.g., by arbitration);
and 2) the formal ability of States to halt some Fed-
eral siting activities, under some circumstances, bal-
anced by Federal power to override State objec-
tions, given certain conditions. Shared powers thus
represented a compromise between veto and prc-
emption, with limitations placed on the powers of
both sides.

Limitations on State power, especially override
provisions, are objected to by some defenders of
States' rights because of the perceived chilling ef-
fect such limit.t.ons might have on a State's ability
to influence Federal actions and to protect State in-
tercsts. Converscly, even with such limitations,
some observers are troubled by the formal ability
of States to halt Federal projects. These disadvan-
tages to each side are mitigated by several factors.
From the State perspective, limitations on veto pow-
er may be acceptable even to strong defenders of
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States' rights. At the same time. defenders of Fed-
eral preeminence may find satisfaction even *n a
process that gives States nonconcurrence powers
under some circumstances.

The Carter administration policy of consultation
and concurrence, while intended as a compromise
between the extremes of preemption and veto, was

Page 182: vague in its definition ofconcurrence, particularly
in distinguishing between nonconcurrence-the
ability of a State to prevent the continuance of Fed-
eral siting activities-and State veto." Not surpris-
ingly, much of the debate about the State role in
radioactive waste management during the 96th and
97th Congresses focused on the precise specifica-
tion of the balance between Federal and State
authority.

In response to those who were concerned about
giving States any formal authority to halt Federal
activities, it was noted that adoption of explicit pro-
cedures for shared powers would in some ways be
simply a formalization of powers States already pos-
sessed to delay Federal actions, plus formalization
of procedures for resolving disputes at several levels.
It was argued that these formalizations would make
the use of State power more predictable and con-
tained. Federal plans, State objections, Federal re-
sponses, mediation between parties, and final judg-
ments could all be expressed within specified areas
with prescribed procedures and time limitations.
Adoption of a formal structure in law might enable
the Federal Government to avoid the slow, gradu-
ated appeal procedures likely in various courts if
restrictive State actions were challenged and de-
fended."

"The Interagency Review Croup gated that consultation and cun-
eurrence implies "an on-going dialogrue parnicipation and the devel-
opment at a eooperative relationship between States And At1 relevant
Federal agiencies during program planning and the site identificatilmn
and charactenization programs nin a tuitiunal bsis s using the ivtenis
approash. through the identifieation or specific sites. the juint 4lecl-
san on a tciliry. any subsequent licensing pricess and throuKh the
entitv penrd dt siperation Ad ticcommiauinmng. Under this appnnwh
the State clTetively has A continuing ability tu p anwwipnte in j tivi
ties at All points throughust the a turse ntthe xtivity .tai if it lerins
apprnpriAte. mi prevent the CulnuanC ontf Federal activitirs." (Re-
port ta the Prnstdent by the ueervr1e.sm Reirw (fnmlp son as1l-lriJ
WJJte .lnaicrtnenr. TID-29442, MaSnh 19791 Washingtn. lt.
p 'iS.) fnr (unhrarliacusurn uit the tetnrept cm ,titn nls~ti jmn .anl aim-
, urrence se uCt t nwult iag a nd umnvrrrnrg. prnrenlss sit..1 wisrtk
sheip held at astasunml. hNi h. sm !Slwt 11-2h. t'171S. ponlihtlh lyI
the oire otf Nes fear WJstc lstLAtkin. ltAttelle %trismier In*tlnemi,.
January liKO. ONW 117.

14 (Footnote omitted.]



PREVENTION AND MITIGATION
OF IMPACTS

Page 185: Independent Reviews of Radioactive Waste
Management Plans and Activities

Confiidcnce in the safety of waste management
activities will be increased by independent reviews
of Federal plans for radioactive waste management
before such activities take place. At present, there
are three main levels planned for such review-in-
ternal review by DOE, licensing proceedings by
NRC, and reviews by individual States of appli-
cable parts of the plan. Additional levels of review
(e.g., by bodies of independent scientific experts)
might increase the confidence ofobservcrs that sites,
technologies, and management systems will meet
necessary levels of safety and reliability.

N`WPA provides States and affected Indian tribes
with funding for such independent technical rc-
views. The Environmental Evaluation Group in
New Mexico provides a good example of how such
review might be accomplished. This group, which
is supported by funds from DOE, provides the State
of New Mexico with independent technical review
of DOE activities in developing the Waste Isola-
tion Pilot Plant near Carlsbad.

As discussed in chapter 3, the first repository
could well become an international waste disposal
research center. In that event, opening the reposi-
tory to independent scientific investigations could
give the affected State and locality additional con-
fidencc that potential problems with the site would
not be overlooked.

18
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

No. 84-7846

STATE OF NEVADA, ex rel. ROBERT R. LOUX,
DIRECTOR OF THE NEVADA NUCLEAR WASTE

PROJECT OFFICE,

Petitioner

V.

JOHN4HERRINGTON, SECRETARY OF THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY,

Respondent

ON PETITION FOR REVIEW OF FINAL ACTION BY THE
SECRETARY OF ENERGY

BRIEF FOR THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY

INTRODUCTION

This case arises under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of

1982, Pub. L. No. 97-425, 42 U.S.C. 10101 et seq. ("NWPA" or "Act").

By petition for review filed pursuant to Section 119 of the Act,

42 U.S.C. 10139, Nevada seeks review of a final decision of the

Secretary of the Department of Energy ("Secretary" or "DOE")

denying, in part, its grant application submitted for financial

assistance in fiscal year ("FY") 1985 pursuant to Section 116(c)

of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 10136(c). Of the approximately $3.5 million
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Nevada sought, DOE disapproved approximately $1.5 million that the

State proposed to use for independent on-site data collection (by,

e.g., preliminary boring and geophysical testing) at the Yucca

Mountain site which the Secretary may nominate as a possible candi-

date site for uLtimate construction of a nuclear waste repository

pursuant to Section 112(b)(1)(A) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 10132(b)(1)(A).

Nevada's petition seeks to have the policy underlying DOE's decision

set aside as contrary to the Act's requirements and to have the

Secretary ordered to approve the State's FY 1985 grant request in

full (Petition at 6). Nevada also seeks to have this Court declare

its entitlement to federal fundi-g of "any activity which [the

State] feels is reasonably necessary in its participation in the

planning, siting, and development of a potential repository at

Yucca Mountain" (Nevada Br. 14), including attorneys' fees for

litigation against the Secretary under the Act (id. at 3, 25).

ISSUES PRESENTED

1. Whether the NWPA requires the Secretary to provide

federal funding of Nevada's proposal to participate in site charac-

terization by doing its own independent, on-site studies involving

test drilling to collect primary data from the Yucca Mountain site.

2. If so, whether the Secretary nevertheless properly

lenied such funding because the Yucca Mountain site has not yet

been approved under the NWPA as a candidate site for cite charac-

terization.
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3. Whether the UWBA requires the Secretary to provide

federal funding to cover litigation costs, including attorneys'

fees, incurred by a state in its suits against the government for

judicial review under the NWPA.

STATUTE AND DEPARTMENT GUIDELINES INVOLVED

The key provisions of the NWPA here involved are set

forth in full in the Addendum to Nevada's brief. Other provi-

sions of the Act are quoted in pertinent part herein.

The DOE "Internal General Guidelines for Implementing

Financial Assistance (Grants) For Repository Programs Under Sec-

tions 116 and 118 of the Nuclear WAste Policy Act of 1982, Revised

September 7, 1984" are set forth at Tab 34 of the Administrative

Record ("Ad.R. 34"), and have also been reproduced at Tab 34 of

the Excerpts of Record ("E.R. 34").

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Nevada petitions for review of the Secretary's partial

denial of its FY 1985 grant request dated September 17, 1984 (Ad.R.

31). The Secretary's denial of funds for the proposed studies be-

came final and effective on December 13, 1984 (Ad.R. 51). Following

this Court's denial on December 19, 1984, of Nevada's emergency

motion for an injunction requiring, inter alia, full and immediate

funding of Nevada's FY 1985 grant request, Nevada received its

Notice of Financial Assistance Award covering the remainder of its

FY 1985 grant request on February 1, 1985 (Nevada Br. 2; Ad.R. 53).

WAS N1_1*9. - a
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we - ~*"~ ~ ~secoffd! fohi~iing_.Nevada s

t , para. H-6).

A. Jurisdiction of this Court -- Section 119(a) (1) of

the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. 10139(a)(1)(A), provides this Court with

original jurisdiction to review "any final decision or action" of

the Secretary; and no other provision of the Act precludes review

of the actions challenged here at this time (cf., 42 U.S.C. 10132(e)

("preliminary decisionmaking activity")). DOE's partial denial of

Nevada's FY 1985 grant request, as well as its imposition of the

two conditions contained in the States' grant award, are "final

actionfs]" subject to review in this Court.

B. Timeliness. -- Section 119(c) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C.-

10139(c), requires that judicial review be sought within 180 days

after the final action placed in issue. DOE' s partial denial of

Nevada's grant request became final on December 13, 1984 (Ad.R.

51). The petition for review was filed on December 14, 1984, and

is therefore timely as to the funding denied.

1/ With Nevada's acceptance of the award, it sent DOE notice that
the State does not intend to be bound by these conditions (see

Attachment A to this brief). So far as we know, no concrete dispute
involving the first condition has yet arisen with respect to DOE s
approval or disapproval of any particular subcontract under Nevada's
grant.
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Although the petition for review was filed before the two

conditions in the grant award became final upon its acceptance in

February 1985 (Ad.R. 53), DOE does not urge that the prematurity

of Nevada's petition should, in the context of this case, preclude

this Court's consideration of whether those conditions are contrary

to the NWPA.

C. Attorneys' fees. -- Nevada gives no indication that it

seeks from this Court a direct-award of attorneys' fees incurred in

this litigation. Instead, the State seeks to establish here that

the NWPA requires the Secretary to fund such attorneys' fees as

part of the grants made pursuant to Section 116(c) of the Act. See

our response to the State's position, infra, at 36-39.

D. The NWPA's statutory scheme. -- In enacting the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act, Congress found that the accumulation of'radioac-

tive waste and spent nuclear fuel, primarily from nuclear power

reactors, had created a national problem of great public concern,

and that previous efforts to solve this problem had been inadequate.

42 U.S.C. 10131(a). In particular, the House Committee on Interior

and Insular Affairs found that while there appeared to be technical

solutions to the problem of a growing inventory of radioactive

waste, social and political forces hindered the development of a

repository development program. H.R. Rep. No. 491 (Part 1), 97th

Cong., 2d Sess. 26-29 (1982), reprinted in 1982 U.S. Code Cong.

& Ad. News 3792-3796. The federal government and the states pro-

ceeded to conduct a thorough review of the institutional, technical,
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political, and social problems that had interferec

opment of a repository. As a result, Congress cor

the process of siting, constructing, and operating

required special legislation to solidify a federal

keep it on track. Id. at 28. The legislative ef'

in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, effective Januarl

the stated purposes of establishing a schedule foi

construction, and operation of repositories, assu:

protection from the hazards of radioactive waste,

federal responsibility for the disposal of such wi

the relationship between the federal and state goN

establishing the Nuclear Waste Fund to cover the c

posal program. 42 U.S.C. 10131(b).

The Act requires te U.S. Department of

alia, to site, construct, and operate by January

pository for the disposal of high-level radioacti-

nuclear fuel. 42 U.S.C. 10131(b)(1). It require.

to perform certain actions within set time frames

public and state participation, with congressiona

and judicial review at specific points in the sta

as well as licensing by the Nuclear Regulatory Co

Coamission). The initial steps in implementing t

the Secretary to identify states that have one or

acceptable sites for the first repository and to

and the state legislatures, and the tribal counci
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Indian tribes, of the potentially acceptable sites within these
2/

states. 42 U.S.C. 10136(a). Six states, including Nevada,

have been identified by the Secretary as having at least one

potentially acceptable site. When a state is notified that it

contains a potential site, it becomes eligible for grant funds

under Section 116(c)(1)(A) "for the purpose of participating in

activities required by Section 116 and 117 or authorized by writ-

ten agreement entered into pursuant to subsection 117(c)." 42

U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(A). It is on this basis that Nevada is eligible

for, and has received, grant funds since 1983 (Ad.R. 8).

The Act then requires the Secretary to nominate at least

five sites as suitable for site characterization, i.e., suitable
3'

for further detailed study. 42 U.S.C. 10132(b)(1)(A). The

2/ A potentially acceptable site is:

any site at which, after geologic
studies and field mapping but before
detailed geologic data gathering, the
Department undertakes preliminary
drilling and geophysical testing for
the definition of site location.

42 U.S.C. 10136(a).

3/ The term "site characterization" means --

(a) siting research activities with respect
to a test and evaluation facility at a can-
didate site; and

(b) activities, whether in the laboratory
or in the field, undertaken to establish

[Footnote continued on following page.]
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nomination of each site must be accompanied by an environmental

assessment that includes an evaluation of the suitability of the
41

site under general siting guidelines, as well as an evaluation

of the effects of site characterization activities, a comparative

evaluation with other sites, a description of the decision pro-

cess leading to the site's nomination, and an assessment of the

impaccs of locating a repository at such a site. This environ-

mental assessment is final agency action subject to judicial re-

view. 42 U.S.C. 10132(b)(1)(E). The Secretary is then required

to recommend three of the nominated sites to the President as can-

didate sites for site characterization. 42 U.S.C. 10132(b)(1)(B).

[Footnote continued from previous page.]

the geologic condition and the ranges
of the parameters of a candidate site
relevant to the location of a reposi-
tory, including borings, surface ex-
cavations, excavations of exploratory
shafts, limited subsurface lateral
excavations and borings, and in situ
testing needed to evaluate the suit-
ability of a candidate site for the
location of a repository, but not in-
cluding preliminary borings and geo-
physical testing needed to assess
whether site characterization should
be undertaken. 42 U.S.C. 10101(21).

4/ General guidelines that serve as the primary criteria for the
selection of sites in various geologic media were published on

December 6, 1984 pursuant to Section 112(a) of the Act, 42 U.s.c.
10132(a). Petitions for review of those guidelines are now pending
before this Court. Environmental Policy Institute, et al. v.
Herrington, 9th Cir. No. 84-7854; State of Washington, et al. v.
Herrington, 9th Cir. No. 85-7128.
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The President has 60 days to approve or disapprove the recommenda-

tions. 42 U.S.C. 10132(c)(1).

No sites have yet been nominated by the Secretary as

suitable for the site characterization stage of the process. The

Secretary has taken the discretionary step of issuing nine draft

environmental assessments on potentially acceptable sites in six

states for public review and comment. 49 Fed. Reg. 49540 (Dec. 20,

1984). Later this year, the final environmental assessments will

issue and accompany the Secretary's nomination of sites as required

by 42 U.S.C. 10132(b)(1)(E).

When three candidate sites have been approved by the

President, the Secretary "shall carry out" on those sites the

"appropriate site characterization activities," with considera-

tion given to public comments received and in consultation with

the Governor of the states involved or the governing body of the

affected Indian tribe. 42 U.S.C. 10133(a). A primary activity in

site characterization work is the sinking of exploratory shafts to

determine the technical suitability of the site. However, before

this may be started, for each candidate site the Secretary must

submit to the NRC and the state, for their review and comment, a

general plan for site characterization, a description of the

5/ The plan must include:

(i) a description of such candidate site;

[Footnote continued on following page.]
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possible form or packaging of the waste, and a conceptual repository

design. 42 U.S.C. 10133(b). The site characterization plan must

be made available to the public and hearings held in the vicinity

of each site. Once the Secretary undertakes site characterization,

he must report the nature and extent of site characterization acti-

vities, as well as the information developed, to the NRC and the

affected state every six months. Id. The Secretary is permitted

(Footnote continued from previous page.]

(ii) a description of such site characteri-
zation activities, including the following:
the extent of planned excavations, plans
for any onsite testing with radioactive or
nonradioactive material, plans for any in-
vestigation activities that may affect the
capability of such candidate site to isolate
high-level radioactive waste and spent
nuclear fuel, and plans to control any ad-
verse, safety-related impacts from such
site characterization activities;

(iii) plans for the decontamination and
decommissioning of such candidate site,
and for the mitigation of any significant
adverse environmental impacts caused by
site characterization activities if it is
determined unsuitable for application for
a construction authorization for a reposi-
tory;

(iv) criteria to be used to determine the
suitability of such candidate site for the
location of a repository, developed pur-
suant to section 10132(a) of this title;
and

(v) any other information required by the
Commission.

42 U.S.C. 10133(b)(1)(A).
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only to conduct such activities as he considers necessary to provide

the data required for evaluation of site suitability for a construc-

tion application to the NRC, and for compliance with the National

Environmental Policy Act. 42 U.S.C. 10133(c). If site characteriza-

tion activities are terminated at a site, the Secretary must notify

Congress and the stetes, providing the reasons for such termination,

and must reclaim the site if it is determined to be unsuitable for

application to the NRC for a construction authorization. Id.

At this site characterization stage, the Act specifically

provides in Section 116(c)(1)(B) that a state with an approved can-

didate site is eligible for grant funds for the purposes of

enabling the state

(i) A l activities taken under this sub-
title with respect to such site for purposes
of determining any potential economic, social,
public health and safety, and environmental im-
pacts of such repository on the State and its
residents;
(it) a request for impact assistance
under pt[i' (2);
(iii) U I -

't ~)t p tj4jinformation to its residents
regar ctivities of such State, the
Secretary, or the Commission with respect to
such site; and
(v) t on from, and make com-
ments ait'VtEf ons to, the Secretary
regarding any activities taken under this sub-
title with respect to such site.

42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(B).

After completing site characterization, which is expected

to take several years, the Secretary is required to hold an additional
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seL of public hearings in the vicinity of each site which is under

consideration for recommendation as a repository. After these

hearings, and the consideration of comments, the Secretary may

recommend approval of one site to the President. 42 U.S.C.

10134.(a)(1). The Secretary's recommendation must be accompanied by

a comprehensive statement of the basis of such recommendation, in-

cluding an environmental impact statement prepared pursuant to Sec-

tion 114(f) of the Act and the National Environmental Policy Act.

Ibid. The EIS is expressly made subject to judicial review by

Section 119(a)(1)(D), 42 U.S.C. 10139(a)(1)(D).

If the President, pursuant to Section 114(a)(2), 42 U.S.C.

10134(a)(2), recommends approval of the site to Congress for devel-

opment as a repository, the state in which the site is located or

the affected Indian tribe on whose reservation the site is located,

may submit, within 60 days, a notice of disapproval to Congress

under Section 116(b)(2). 42 U.S.C. 10136(b)(2). This disapproval

prevents the use of the site for a repository unless Congress passes

a joint resolution approving the President's recommendation. 42

U.S.C. 10135. If the President's recommendation becomes effective,

the Secretary must then submit a construction application to the NRC

for authorization to construct the repository. When that authoriza-

tion is granted, the Act in Section 116(c)(2)(A) sets out another

point at which a state becomes eligible to receive funds, in order

to "mitigate the impact on such State of the development of a re-

pository." 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(2)(A).
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To pay the costs incurred in development and operation of

the nuclear waste repository, Congress established the Nuclear

Waste Fund,

composed of payments made by the generators
and owners of such waste and spent fuel,
[to] ensure that the costs of carrying out
activities relating to the disposal of such
waste and fuel will be borne by the persons
responsible for generating such waste and
spent fuel.

42 U.S.C. 10131(b)(4). The Nuclear Waste Fund ("Fund") is created

in 42 U.S.C. 10222(c); and the Secretary is charged with its adminis-

tration and use for the purposes specified by Congress, 42 U.S.C.

10222(d) and (e). One such use is the provision of federal assis-

tance to the states under Section 116 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 10136.

See 42 U.S.C. 10222(d)(6); 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(5).

E. DOE's General Grants Guidelines. -- DOE first devel-

oped and circulated general internal guidelines concerning ZiWPA

grants in mid-1983 (Ad.R. 9). They were intended to aid DOE's

field offices by serving "as the general policy basis for close

headquarters/field consultation" concerning financial assistance

to the states under the Act, and were "distributed widely" to

interested states and others (Ad.R. 9, cover memo). The guide-

lines covered only the first two of four phases in repository

development: "(I) prenotification; (II) notification/nomination;

(III) characterization; and (IV) construction" (id., Guidelines

at 2-3). As Nevada acknowledges (Br. 16), this case arises in

"Phase II," i.e., Nevada and other states have been notified that
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they contain potentially acceptable sites but no site has yet been

recommended by the Secretary or approved by the President as a can-

didate for full site characterization. The original guidelines

provide in pertinent part that the grant-eligible Phase II activities

of a state "should focus on the analyses and studies necessary to

provide appropriate monitoring and evaluation of DOE activities,"

with examples of eligible activities (Ad.R. 9, Guidelines at 6)

(emphasis added).

The original guidelines were revised in September 1984;

and the revision, too, was distributed not only to DOE field offices

but to interested states (Ad.R. 34, cover memo). The revision added

guidelines to cover the Phase III site characterization stage of

repository development, which will not be reached until later this

year. In all pertinent respects, the Phase II guidelines remained

unchanged. (Compare Ad.R. 34, Revised Guidelines at 5-7 with Ad.R.

9, Guidelines at 5-6.) The new Phase III guidelines provide in

pertinent part that grant-eligible Phase III activities

should focus on the monitoring and evalua-
tion of DOE site characterization activities.
The grantee (state] may also receive funding
to run independent tests on DOE data, .where
the need for such indepenaenttesting can be
justified.

(Ad.R. 34, Revised Guidelines at 8) (emphasis added.; The revised

guidelines also advised that

duplication of data collection efforts and
associated activities should be mimimized to
the maximum extent practicable and avoided
if at all possible.

(Id., at 7.)
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Nevada correctly states (Br. 15) that neither set of guide-

lines were formally "adopted" by DOE under the Administrative Pro-

cedure Act. But DOE did not keep them internal and secret; and

neither Nevada nor the states participating here as amici curiae

complaln that they lacked actual and timely notice of the guidelines,

5 U.S.C. 552(a)(1), which express the administrative construction of

the TWPA that subsequently formed the basis for DOE's partial denial

of Nevada's grant request. Accordingly, Nevada's petition presents

a substantive, not a procedural, challenge to DOE's interpretation

of the NWPA.

F. The Challenged Agency Action. -- On February 2, 1983,

the Secretary notified the Governor and legislature of the State of

Nevada that a potentially acceptable site for a repository existed

in the tuff rock medium at Yucca Mountain, a federally-owned area

in Nye County, which is on and adjacent to DOE's Nevada Test Site
6/

("NTS"). That notification, made pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 10136(a),

triggered Nevada's,eligibility for federal financial assistance

under 42 U.S.C. 10136(c). Nevada received grants for fiscal years

6/ Yucca Mountain is located about 100 miles northwest of Las
Vegas in southern Nevada.

A portion of the Yucca Mountain site is adjacent to the NTS
on the Nell.is Air Force Range. Another portion is on a third
federal parcel -- controlled by the Bureau of Land Management --
adjacent to the NTS.
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1983 (Ad.R. 8) and 1984 (Ad.R. 27). 7 On September 17, 1984,

Nevada's Nuclear Waste Project Office requested funds for FY 1985,

including a request for funding through FY 1987 for on-site hydro-

geologic field work which the State desires to conduct at the Yucca

Mountain site (Ad.R. 31, 32). On December 13, 1984, DOE's Nevada

project manager informed Nevada by letter that the primary data

gathering activities proposed by the State would not qualify for
8/

grant funds. - He informed the State that the work proposed in its

grant application was duplicative of the work already being conducted

by DOE, but that if the State identified a need for additional pri-

mary data collection for purposes of site characterization, DOE would

review that concern with the objective of satisfying the State by all

7/ Nevada states (Br. 2) that it is also seeking here "the unex-
pended balance of the FY 84 grant," totalling $541,000, "which

was also rejected as contemplating primary data gathering." Nevada's
FY 84 grant request included an estimate of proposed expenditures
for both FY 84 and FY 85 activities (Ad.R. 17, and Attachment A).
Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 600.106, DOE considered only the request for
funding of activities to be conducted in FY 84, not those activities
likely to occur in future fiscal years. In fact, Nevada's FY 84
grant request of $937,083, including $275,000 for hydrologic verifi-
cation activities, was fully funded by DOE, less a $16,000 adjust-
ment for an overstatement of proposed costs (Ad.R. 22 at 5-6; 24,
27). Therefore, there is no basis for Nevada's claim (Br. 2) that
it is due $541,000 as the "unexpended balance of the FY 84 grant"
or that DOE "rejected" for funding a portion of Nevada's FY 84
grant request as "contemplating primary data gathering."

8/ Nevada had earlier been informed that its independent hydrogeo-
logic field would probably not be funded, based on the project

manager's reading of the guidelines which served to provide general
policy direction in his grant negotiations. By letter dated Novem-
ber 27, 1984, the project manager had summarized his position at a
November 20, 1984, meeting with Nevada officials. He stated then
that the State's request to perform site characterization work, i.e.,
primary data gathering, seemed to be outside the DOE guidelines
(Ad.R. 45), and explained that he had sought "definitive guidance"
from DOE headquarters (ibid.; see also Attachment B to the letter).
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reasonable means, including a possible contract

perform the work itself. (Ad.R. 51.)

The project director's decision was E

1984, guidance memorandum directive from DOE he

50). The project director had preliminarily de

interpretation of the NWPA set forth in the gui

template primary data gathering activities by t

monitoring and evaluation of DOE's work. The l

dum provided to the project director describes

view of activities which may be funded with re!

testing and evaluation activities" that a state

conduct under Section 116(c) of the Act, 42 U.'

The memorandum states (Ad.R. 50):

With respect to monitoring, testing,
evaluation activities that may be fur
through a grant, the following applit
A State may be funded to conduct indc
pendent monitoring, testing, or evalt
tion of DOE generated data, but such
activities shall not unreasonably in.
terfere with or delay DOE site charac
terization activities. A State may r
be funded through a grant to conduct
primary data collection activities (f
drilling onsite) for the purposes of
site characterization, since these a,
vities are beyond the scope of moniti
testing or evaluation. If a State it
fies a concern which in its view req,

9/ In light of the fact that Nevada described
characterization study anticipated to take

to complete, DOE evaluated the State's proposa
III site characterization guidelines even thou
Mountain nor any other site is likely to reach
stage until later this year (see supra, at 9).
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additional primary data collection, and.
DOE agrees that the data is needed, DOE
will do the primary data collection it-
self, which could involve contracting
with the State, if the State has the
capability.

Pursuant to DOE's responsibilities under
the NWPA to consult and cooperate with
the States, a concern by a State over the
need for primary data collection for the
purpose of site characterization will be
reviewed with the objective of satisfying
that concern by all reasonable means. Any
decision regarding such data collection
will be closely coordinated with the State
and any disagreements will be resolved.

Our primary concern in articulating this
policy is-to ensure that DOE maintains its
clear responsibility for site characteriza-
tion activities which includes primary data
collection, to maintain the integrity of the
controlled area, and to avoid duplicative or
interfering activities.

The project manager's decision based on the headquarters

directive was final for the Department. Following this Court's

denial of Nevada's emergency motion for injunctive relief pending

review, c Hm

0-tu!.5mr,
IU/

R. 53).

ARGUMENT

I

INTRODUCTION

Nevada's petition presents this Court with narrow -- but

nevertheless quite important -- issues of first impression under

10/ The project director's full Technical Evaluation of Nevada's
FY 1985 grant proposal, dated December 27, 1984, gives detailed

explanation of those line items of the State's proposal which were
and were not funded by DOE (Attachment B, hereto).
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the recently-enacted Nuclear Waste Policy Act. The Act embodies a

comprehensive and complex scheme to solve the "national problem"

created by the accumulation of radioactive wastes, 42 U.S.C.

10131 (a)(1), by establishing federal responsibility for the siting,

construction, and operation of safe and permanent nuclear waste

repositories, 42 U.S.C. 10131(b)(1) and (2). The Secretary fully

recognizes that Congress deemed "essential" the participation of

the states and general public in the planning and development of

these repositories, 42 U.S.C. 10131(a)(6). But Congress was also

fully aware that, as Nevada so aptly states (Br. 35),

(t]he politics of repository siting
are essentially defensive. As with
any waste facility siting, prospec-
tive neighbors, or "hosts," inter-
pose any objection in hopes that the
proposal will go elsewhere.

Accordingly, in keeping with the Act's purpose "to define the re-

lationship between the Federal Government and the State governments"

with respect to nuclear waste disposal, 42 U.S.C. 10131(b)(3),

Congress has detailed with considerable specificity exactly when

and how the states are to participate in the statutory process.

Most importantly to the issues presented here, Congress

has determined that the states are to receive federal financial

assistance -- in the form of grants from the Nuclear Waste Fund

-- to pay for the costs they incur in voluntarily undertaking the

defined roles allowed them under the Act. 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(A).

The Secretary fully acknowledges his duty to make such grants to

the states, but here must submit that neither of Nevada's claims to
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funding -- for its proposed site characterization studies and its

attorneys' fees in litigation such as this -- finds any real sup-

port in the Act or its legislative history.

This Court has the obligation to determine whether DOE's

action here is based upon a reasonable, permissible construction of

the NWPA. E.g., Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense

Counsel, Inc., 104 S.Ct. 2778, 2782 (1984). Especially in light of

the states' strong institutional opposition to location of a reposi-

tory within their borders (see supra, at 19), this Court should be

most wary of accepting Nevada's notion that Congress intended manda-

tory funding of "any activity [the State] feels is reasonably neces-

sary to its participation * * *" (Nevada Br. 14). DOE relies on

no "internal inconsistency" or "scrivenor's [sic] error[]" (id. at

15) in the Act to support its position here. Congress simply did

not give the states so much discretion -- and DOE so little -- in

a complex program for which the federal government has primary

responsibility.

The NWPA fully sustains the Secretary's action in this

case. And Nevada is not without the ability to present its views

as to what the law should be in the appropriate forum -- the Con-

gress (See Ad.R. 47). See Chevron U.S.A. v. NRDC, supra, 104 S.

Ct. at 2793. As this Court well recognizes, it is not the role of

the federal courts "to rewrite statutes" at the behest of parties

urging that a law is "'susceptible of improvement'." R. Jay Kidd

v. U.S. Department of the Interior, 756 F.2d 1410, _ (9th Cir.

1985), quoting Badarraco v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 104

S.Ct. 756, 764 (1984).
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II

STANDARD OF REVIEW

that the challenged actions of the Secretary

are foreclosed by the requirements of the NWPA, i.e., that DOE

lacked any discretion either to deny the State funding for its proposed

study or e

.... *. . iV~d~f~ ~ " The appropriate standard

of review is that provided by the Administrative Procedure Act, 5

U.S.C. 706(2)(C), i.e., the Secretary's actions here may be set

aside only if this Court concludes they were taken "in excess of

statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of

statutory right."

This case involves issues of statutory construction, and

requires the Court to determine whether DOE's challenged actions

are consistent with a reasoned, permissible interpretation of the

NWPA. See generally Chevron U.S.A. v. NRDC, supra, 104 S.Ct. at 2781

-2783. If Congress "has directly spoken to the precise question at

issue," its clear intent is controlling. Id. at 2781. If not, the

views of the agency charged with administration of the statute are

entitled to "considerable weight." Id. at 2782. See Alcaraz v.

Block, 746 F.2d 593, 606 (9th Cir. 1984).

In the event this Court finds the NWPA less than urim-

biguous on the points at issue, deference to DOE's construction of

the Act is particularly appropriate here. Congress has carefully

crafted a "legislated schedule for Federal decisions and actions for

repository development." H.R. Rep. No. 97-491, supra, at 30. While
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the states are accorded a defined participatory role in this process,

it is the federal government, in particular DOE, to which Congress

gave the primary responsibility for implementing the program and

administering the statute. Acting on its responsibility to admini-

ster the Nuclear Waste Fund created.pursuant to Section 302 of the

Act, 42 U.S.C. 10222, the Department drew up internal general guide-

lines to provide policy guidance to aid the DOE field offices in

carrying out the financial assistance awards to the eligible states,

and to serve as a policy base for DOE headquarters and field offices

in resolving specific issues relating to such grants. (See Ad.R.

9, 34, 50.) The affected states, too, were provided with the guide-

lines so that they would be aware of DOE's policies (see supra, at

13-15).

On the central points at issue in this case, the guidelines

constitute DOE's interpretation of what state activities the NWPA

requires to be funded and are entitled to "great deference." Udall

v. Tallmani, 380 U.S. 1, 1t6 (1965). While the guidelines "are not

administrative 'regulations' promulgated pursuant to formal proce-

dures established by the Congress," they are nevertheless entitled

to that degree of deference. Albermarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S.

405, 431 (1975) (guidelines issued by the Equal Employment Opportu-

nity Commission); California v. United States, 547 F.2d 1388, 1390

(9th Cir.), cert. denied 434 U.S. 824 (1977) (policy and procedure

memorandum issued by Federal Highway Administration).

Moreover, the original Guidelines were issued in June 1983,

soon after the NWPA became effective; and the Revised Guidelines
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issued in September 1984 added Phase III provisions well in advance

of the program's likely entry into the site characterization phase

later this year (see supra, at 9). The guidelines therefore consti-

tute the "contemporaneous construction of a statute by the men charged

with the responsibility of setting its machinery in motion, of making

the parts work efficiently and smoothly while they are yet untried

and new." Udall v. Tallman, supra, 380 U.S. at 801, quoting Power

Reactor Development Co. v. International Union of Electricians, 367

U.S. 396, 408 (1961). And

[t]he deference owed the meaning placed on an
act by the administrative body is heightened
when the case involves the construction of a
new statute by its implementing agency.

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Train, 510 F.2d 692, 706

(D.C. Cir. 1974) (emphasis added). See also General Electric Uranium

Mgmt. Co. v. DOE, 584 F. Supp. 234, 237 (D.D.C. 1984) (NWPA case).

In sum, DOE's interpretation "must be sustained unless un-

reasonable and plainly inconsistent with the [Act]." Fulman v.

United States, 434 U.S. 528, 533 (1978). This Court "need not find

that (DOE's] construction is the only reasonable one, or even that it

is the result (the Court] would have reached had the question arisen

in the first instance in judicial proceedings." Unemployment Compen-

sation Commission v Aragon, 329 U.S. 143, 153 (1946). It need only

satisfy itself that DOE's construction c.E this "complex statute" is

"sufficiently reasonable to preclude the (Court) from substituting

its judgment for that of the (Department]." Train v. NRDC, 421 U.S.

60, 87 (1975). See generally, Chevron U.S.A. v. NRDC, supra, 104

S.Ct. at 2792-2793.
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III:

NOTHING IN THE NWPA REQUIRED THE SECRETARY
TO GRANT NEVADA FUNDS FOR THE GEOHYDROLOGIC

STUDY IT PROPOSED TO BEGIN IN FY 1985

The language of the NWPA clearly belies Nevada's claim

(Br. 15) to an "absolute statutory right" to federal funding of

its proposed geohydrologic study to gather primary site characteri-

zation data by on-site drilling at the Yucca Mountain site. Nothing

in the legislative history suggests that the NWPA was intended to

give the states such a right. DOE's position -- that the NWPA's

provisions for state participation by independent "monitoring and

testing," 42 U.S.C 10136(c)(1)(B)(iii) and 10137(c)(8), do not re-

quire funding of such a study -- is fully consistent with the Act.

Moreover, even if, arguendo, the Act would later require

funding of Nevada's study, it is clear that the NWPA does not re-

quire such funding before the Yucca Mountain site has been approved

by the President as a candidate for full site characterization

studies.

A. The NWPA gives the states no right to federal funding

to conduct their own independent site characterization studies in-

volving on-site collection of primary data. -- As in any case

involving statutory construction, the starting point must be the

statute itself. Watt v. Alaska, 451 U.S. 259, 265 (1981). Section

116(cl is the basic source for federal financing of the affected

states' participation activities under the Act:

The Secretary shall make grants to
each [eligible] State * * * for the
purpose of participating in activities
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required by sections 10136 and 10137
of this title or authorized by written
agreement entered into pursuant to sec-
tion 10137(c) of this title.

42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(A). Site characterization is a function re-

quired of the Secretary under another section of the Act, 42 U.S.C.

10133. Nevertheless, the Act makes clear that Congress intended to

authorize the states to participate in specified ways in the site

characterization process, and to receive federal funding of such

participation. Section 116(c) of the Act goes on to provide:

The Secretary shall make grants to each
State in which a candidate site for a reposi-
tory is approved under section 10132(c) of
this title. Such.grants may be made to each
such State only for purposes of enabling such
State --

(iii) to engage in any monitoring, testing,
or evaluation activities with respect to site
characterization programs with regard to such
site;

(v) to request information from, and make
comments and recommendations to, the Secretary
regarding any activities taken under this sub-
title with respect to such site. [I"/]

42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(B) (emphasis added). The key issue here

plainly involves the scope of the grant-eligible activities in

11/ This latter provision, 42 U.S.C. 101369(c)(1)(B)(v), is not
directly involved here. We note merely that it serves, inter

alia, to provide federal funding for the states' review and comment
upon DOE's site characterization program and the information devel-
oped in the course of DOE's site characterization activities. See
42 U.S.C. 10133(c).
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which the states may engage under the phrase highlighted above.

Subsection (B)(iii) makes clear that Nevada may not receive funding

for activities which constitute site characterization itself (see

supra, at 7 n.3), but only for monitoring and testing activities

"with resDect to site characterization programs * * *." The "pro-

grams" referred to are, of course, DOE's; for Congress has assigned

the responsibility for actual site characterization to DOE, rather

than to the State. 42 U.S.C. 10133(a). The states' role is to

provide comment to and consult with DOE. Ibid. Thus, the plain

language of subsection 116(c)(1)(B)(iii), as well as the overall

division of responsibility in the Act between DOE and the states,

strongly support the Secretary's construction:

[A]ctivities in this category should
focus on the monitoring and evalua-
tion of DOE site characterization
activities. The grantee [state] may
also receive funding to run indepen-
dent tests on DOE data, where the
need .for such independent testing
can be justified.

(Ad.R. 34, Revised Guidelines at 8.) The Act simply does not

authorize the states to undertake their own independent programs

of site characterization using on-site drilling to collect primary

data for studies like that proposed by Nevada.

Nevada and the amicus states would have this Court re-

write the Act by rendering its qualifying language mere surplusage

or adding text not included by Congress. Nevada seems to submit

that Section 116(c)(1) should be read to require grants "for pur-

poses of enabling such State --
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(iii) to engage in any monitoring,
testing or evaluation activities
I I
with regard to such site;

or

(iii) to engage in any monitoring, testing
or evaluation activities the State feels
reasonably necessary with regard to such
site.-

No such modification of the Act can possibly be appropriate,

especially since Congress specified that grants can be made "only"

for the purposes actually specified. 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(B).

Lest it be suggested that the foregoing is a crabbed con-

struction of the Act or is supported only by "scrivenor's [sic]

error" (Nevada Br. 15), we note that Congress repeated its inten-

tion in the language of the Act's provision specifying the content

of the written "consultation and cooperation" agreements between

DOE and an affected state:

Such written agreement shall specify
procedures --

(8) by which such State may conduct
reasonable independent monitoring
and testing of activities on the
repository site, except that such
monitoring and testing shall not
unreasonably interfere with or
delay onsite activities[.]

42 U.S.C. 10137(c)(8) (emphasis added). Although state activities

pursuant to such a consultation and coordination agreement are also
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federally funded, 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(A), Congress has once

again specified that the states' independent monitoring and testing
13/

is to be "of activities" on the site, not of the site itself.

If neither the foregoing provision nor that in 42 U.S.C.

10136(c)(1)(B)(iii) (supra, at 25) contained language specifying the

intended scope of the states' grant-eligible monitoring and testing

activities, Nevada might have some colorable basis for its position.

But Congress surely cannot have twice failed to make its meaning clear,

especially since the Act was intended to define the respective federal

and state roles in the program it created. 42 U.S.C. 10131(b)(3).

If Congress had intended the states to conduct their own federally-

funded site investigation programs, it surely would have said so.

12/ Nevada acknowledges (Br. 33-34) that it has not requested, much
less entered into, a consultation and coordination agreement.

But the above-quoted provision has clear relevance to the issue of
statutory construction.

13/ As stated in DOE headquarters' grants guidance memorandum
(Ad.R. 50):

A State may be funded to conduct independent
monitoring, testing or evaluation of DOE
generated data, but such activities shall not
unreasonably interfere with or delay DOE site
characterization activities. A State may not
be funded through a grant to conduct primary
data collection activities (e.g. drilling on-
site) for the purpose of site characterization,
since those activities are beyond the scope of
monitoring, testing, or evaluation. If a State
identifies a concern which in its view requires
additional primary data collection, and DOE
agrees that the data is needed, DOE will do the
primary data collection itself, which could in-
volve contracting with the State, if the State
has the capability.
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As the foregoing discussion shows, the language of the

Act itself is plain eriugh not only to foreclose the interpreta-

tlon urged by Nevada and the amicus states, but to support as

fully reasonable DOE's construction and implementation of the

Act's requirements for federal funding of state participation.

"Absent a clearly expressed [congressional] intention to the

contrary, that language must ordinarily be regarded as conclu-

sive." Consumer Product Safety Commission v, GTE Sylvania, 447

U.S. 102, 108 (1980).

Nevada seems to suggest (Br. 30) that this Court find

a contrary intention in the Act's directive that the Secretary

"shall take" a state's concerns "into account to the maximum

extent feasible * * *," 42 U.S.C. 10137(b), and argues that

"[g]rant feasibility is limited only by the fiscal limits of the

Nuclear Waste Fund" (Nevada Br. 30). But nothing in 42 U.S.C.

10137(b) can remotely be taken to enlarge the extent of the

states' opportunity to conduct the independent monitoring and

testing activities specified in 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(B)(iii) and

10137(c)(8). M -

______.R. 51):

If a State identifies a concern which in
its view requires additional primary data
collection and DOE agrees that the data is
needed, DOE will do the primary data col-
lection itself, which could involve con-
tracting with the State, if the State has
the capability. Pursuant to DOE's respon-
sibilities under the NWPA to consult and
cooperate with the States, a concern by a
State over the need for primary data col-
lection for the purpose of site character
ization will be reviewed with the objective
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of satisfying that concern by all rea-
sonable means. Any decision regarding
such data collection will be closely
coordinated with the State and any dis-
agreement will be resolved.

Nevada nonetheless insists here that the Secretary has no discre-

tion whatsoever, and must fund the State's proposed study as a

matter of "absolute statutory right" (Nevada Br. at 15). The

State's position, as we have shown, finds no support in the NWPA.

Nevada also relies (Br. 35-37) upon another form of

state participation at the later stage of final site approval,

i.e., the State's right to send to Congress a notice of dis-

approval "accompanied by a statement of reasons" for its dis-

approval of the repository site, 42 U.S.C. 10136(c). The State

argues that unless independent site characterization studies like

the one it proposed are granted federal funding, the states will

lack the ability to give adequate reasons for disapproving a site.

But the Act's provisions for financial assistance to the states

follow right on the heels of its provisions giving the states

authority to submit their disapproval. Congress must have intended

that the extent of state monitoring and testing it took care to

specify in the Act would serve the states' needs in noting their

disapproval. Accordingly, the notice-of-disapproval provisions

contained in 42 U.S.C. 10136(b) do not give Nevada the broad man-

date it seeks for reading into the Act the requirement -- contained
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nowhere else in the NWPA -- that the Secretary must fund its pro-
14/

posed study.

Finally, Nevada quotes extensively from the legislative

history of the NWPA in an apparent effort to show that Congress in-

tended to give the states rights to federally-funded participation

more extensive then those conferred by the express language of the

Act. To be sure, that legislative history demonstrates that Con-

gress deemed the state<.' participation quite important, and con-

sidered extensively how to define their role in the statutory

scheme. But that much is not part of this dispute. For present

purposes, it is enough to point out that Nevada has presented this

Court with absolutely no legislative history which suggests that

Congress actually intended to accomplish a result different than

that expressed in the language of the NWPA. As the Supreme Court

very recently said:

[D]eference to the supremacy of the legis-
lature, as well as recognition that con-
gressmen typically vote on the language of

14/ Nevada has received, and will likely receive in the future,
substantial federal grants to fund the sorts of state participa-

tion Congress has actually provided in the NWPA. The State is free
to use the information it develops in the course of its funded
activities in support of the "statement of reasons" it submits with
any notice of disapproval concerning the Yucca Mountain site. For
example, Nevada may obtain grant funds to engage in studies,
potentially involving primary data collection, as necessary to
develop its impact report under Section 116(c)(2)(A) on any economic,
social, public health and safety, and environmental impacts which
may result from the development of a repository in the State. 42
U.S.C. 10136(c)(2)(A). Both the revised Grants Guidelines and the
DOE headquarders guidance memorandum explicitly state that funding is
available for such purposes (Ad. R. 34, 50).
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a bill, generally require us to assume that
"the legislative purpose is expressed by
the ordinary meaning of the words used."
Richards v. United States, 369 U.S. 1, 9
(1962). "Going behind the plain language
of a statute in search of a possibly con-
trary congressional intent is 'a step to
be taken cautiously' even under the best
of circumstances." American Tobacco Co. v.
Patterson, 456 U.S. 63, 75 (1982) (quoting
Piper v. Chris-Craft Industries, Inc., 430
U.S.I , 26 (1977)). When even after taking
this step nothing in the legislative history
remotely suggests a congressional intent con-
trary to Congress' chosen words, and neither
[Nevada nor the amicus states] have pointed
to anything that so suggests, any further
steps take the courts out of the realm of
interpretation and place them in the domain
of legislation.

United States v. Locke, 105 S.Ct. 1785, 1793 (1985).

This Court should therefore sustain DOE's position in

denying funds for Nevada's proposed study.

B. Even if the NWPA were to require funding of Nevada's

proposed study, such funding would be required only if and when the

Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. -- A1-

though DOE denied Nevada funding for its proposed study for the

reasons already discussed (see supra, at 17 n.9), there is another

reason why the Act did not require such funding: the Yucca Mountain

site has not yet been approved by the President for site characteri-

zation pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 10132(c).

As we have shown, the only explicit statutory language

arguably supporting Nevada's claim that its study must be funded

is found in the "monitoring and testing" provisions, 42 U.S.C.

10136(c)(1)(B)(iii) and 10137(c)(8). The former provision, however,
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explicity requires the Secretary to make grants only to a state "in

which a candidate site for a repository has been approved under Sec-

tion 10132(c)" for site characterization. 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(B).

Nevada is not yet such a state. The latter "monitoring and testing"

provision similarly comes into play only in connection with a written

consultation and coordination agreement between the state and DOE

negotiated after approval of the site for characterization or

after a state has requested such an agreement. 42 U.S.C. 10137(c).

Nevada has not requested such an agreement with DOE.

So nothing in the Act created in Nevada any "statutory

right" to funding of its proposed study before the Yucca Mountain

site has even been nominated by the Secretary as a possible reposi-

tory site. The short answer to Nevada's query (Br. 30) why it

should not be "entitled" to perform its study "now" is that Con-

gress plainly did not see fit to provide funding at this stage --

even if, arguendo, the State would be entitled to such funding at

the later site characterization stage. Indeed, there is a sound

practical reason why Congress did not mandate present federal fund-

ing of a state's "monitoring and testing" activities: some of the

sites under consideration at this stage of the statutory scheme will

not become candidates for full site characterization. To authorize

the states containing potentially acceptable sites to begin federally-

funded site characterization activates now -- under the rubric of

"monitoring and testing" -- would clearly divert moneys from the

Nuclear Waste Fund to premature site characterization activities

on sites which might not become candidates at all. That would
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reduce the money available to perform not only site characteri-

zation of the sites later selected as candidates but the several
15/

other purposes of the Fund. 42 U.S.C. 10222(d). See Utah's

brief, at 4-5.

In sum, whatever this Court may determine to be the proper

scope of the states' statutory right to federal funding "to engage

in any monitoring, testing, or evaluation activities with respect to

site characterization programs * **," 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(B)(iii),

Congress did not mandate the economic waste of the Fund which would

result from a state's premature characterization of a site which

might never be approved as a candidate site for characterization.

That is evident not only in the language of 42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(B)

(grants to states in which a candidate site for repository has been

approved), but in the provision that federal funding shall cease to

a state which no longer has a site which remains a possible candi-

date for construction of the nuclear waste repository, 42 U.S.C.

10136(c)(4).

15/ See Report by the Comptroller General to the Congress, "Depart-
ment of Energy's Initial Efforts to Implement the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982," GAO/RCED-85-27 (Jan. 10, 1985) at 38:

In its July 1984 report and in its comments
on a draft of this report, DOE acknowledges
the need to exercise maximum cost control
over the program. The report's updated
estimate of total program cost was $20.9
billion to $23.3 billion (in 1983 dollars).
DOE views cost uncertainty as the dominant
financial hazard confronting the program
and is, according to the report, introducing
rigorous measures to assure fiduciary re-
sponsibility and accountability.
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While this Court could sustain DOE's action here on

the sole ground that Nevada's proposal was premature for funding

under the Act, we submit that the principal issue of statutory
16/

construction presented here by Nevada deserves resolution.

IV

NOTHING IN THE NWPA PREVENTS DOE FROM IMPOSING
ROUTINE FEDERAL FUNDING CONDITIONS IN THE

GRANTS IT MAKES, INCLUDING THE CONDITION
THAT GRANTS NOT BE USED FOR LITIGATING

AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT

pro-a _ _a

visons-of-them-Ar-Tia condition requiring DOE's prior approval of

any subcontract exceeding $50,000 to be awarded by the State (Ad.R.

53, Attachment H, para. H-2); and a condition prohibiting Nevada's

expenditure of grant funds to cover costs of litigation against the

United States (id., para. H-6). The State has not briefed these

objections, but we offer this short response.

In directing that the Secretary "shall make grants" to

states which have been notified that they contain a potentially

acceptable repository site, 42 U.S.C. 10136(c), the Act called upon

DOE to create a federal grants program with which to implement the

statute's requirements and purposes. Certainly nothing in the NWPA

16/ The question whether Nevada's study is one of a sort the
Act will require the Secretary to fund is concretely pre-

sented in an obviously adversarial context and involves purely
statutory construction. Since the NWPA program is likely to
reach the site characterization phase later this year, the
issue will certainly recur.
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remotely suggests that DOE may not follow its general financial

assistance rules, 10 C.F.R. Part 600, which implement the Federal

Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-224,

41 U.S.C. 501 et seq., and "establish uniform policies and proce-

dures for the award and administration of DOE grants and coopera-

tive agreements." 10 C.F.R. 600.1 (1984). In challenging only

two of the many federal conditions and requirements incorporated

into its grant (see Ad.R. 53), Nevada concedes this much. The NWPA

does not create a state entitlement to totally unfettered use of

the federal money awarded under its provisions.

As to the first of Nevada's two specific objections, the

State's "protest" letter of February 12, 1985 (Attachment A hereto),

challenges that the Procurement Review provision in its grant is over-

broad insofar as it may be applied to intragovernmental contracts

and subgrants. a *.n.~ancons s~ii~

W , 10 C.F.R. 600.119, and

~ Under 10 C.F.R. 600.105,

however, DOE may impose, at the time of award, "special" conditions

more restrictive than those found elsewhere in that regulatory sub-

part (i.e., 10 C.F.R. 600.119). The Court need not resolve this

issue -- which Nevada has not even briefed -- because DOE agrees

not to take steps to require Nevada's compliance with that condition

as to any intragovernmental contracts or subgrants until such time
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as DOE submits to Nevada a formal explanation of the necessity for
17/

its inclusion and application.

However, Nevada's second objection -- to the grant condi-

tion barring use of grant funds to pay costs of litigation against

the United States -- does require present resolution. It does in-

volve an issue of statutory construction,-and applies concretely

to the very litigation costs Nevada is incurring in this case.

Nevada's brief (at 25) argues only that Congress intended that

"financial compensation" to states under the Act "was to be so

extensive that even attorney fees for lawsuits seeking remedies

under the Act were [to be] compensable." Utah's amicus brief (at

10-16) develops the argument that judicial review under 42 U.S.C.

10139 of the Act is an integral element of the states' participa-

tion in the repository program created by the Act, and that the

statute should therefore be construed to require federal funding

of a state's litigating costs.

The glaring problem with Utah's argument is that there

exists absolutely no explicit support in the Act itself for the

17/ It should be noted that the State was aware that a condition
of this nature might be incorporated into the-FY 85 grant and

expressed its willingness to comply with it. In his cover letter
submitting Nevada's FY 1985 grant request, the Director of the
State's Nuclear Waste Project Office wrote (Ad. R. 31):

I anticipate that DOE review of subcontracts,
subgrants, and purchases beyond an established
level will be necessary. Details of the sub-
contracts, subgrants, and purchases will be
submitted to DOE prior to final execution or
acquisition.
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notion that Congress intended a state's litigation costs to be

funded with NWPA grants. As we have shown, Congress took care to

specify how and when the states' funded participation was invited.

If Congress had intended to fund their litigation as well, one

would expect to find some language to that effect in the financial

assistance provisions of 42 U.S.C. 10136(c). Such language might

also have been included within the judicial review provision, 42

U.S.C. 10139. But Congress did not include in the latter section

even the common provision authorizing the reviewing court to award

costs of litigation including attorneys' fees "whenever it deter-

mines that such an award is appropriate." See Ruckelshaus v.

Sierra Club, 103 S.Ct. 3274, 3276 and n.1 (1983) (construing "where

appropriate" provision of Clean Air Act and sixteen other federal

statutes).

Nevada and amicus Utah seem to ask this Court to presume

that any and all state litigation against DOE under the Act would

further the statute's purposes -- regardless of the suits' merits

and outcome -- and that Congress must therefore have intended to

sponsor such suits. But even if Congress had seen fit to make a

"where appropriate" provision for attorneys' fees, the states would

have recovered their litigation costs only if they prevailed to

some degree on the merits and made a substantial contribution to

the goals of the underlying statute. Carson-Truckee Water Conser-

vancy District v. Secretary of the Interior, 748 F.2d 523, 525-526

(9th Cir. 1984) (applying Ruckelshaus v. Sierra Club to "where

appropriate" provision of Endangered Species Act). Surely there
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can be no merit to the states' argument that Congress nevertheless

intended, in the face of the Act's total silence on this issue, to
18/

grant them full and unrestricted funding of litigation costs.

In sum, the condition barring the use of Nevada's grants

funds for costs incurred in litigation against the United States is

not inconsistent with any provision of the NWPA. Indeed, it is a

routine provision generally included in federal grants to states and

local governments. See Office of Management and Budget Circular

No. A-87, Attachment B, at B.16 ("Legal expenses for the prosecution

of claims against the Federal Government are unallowable.") (Ad.R.

53, Attachment D to Nevada's grant); see also, Hamilton v. Northeast

Kansas Health Systems Agency, Inc., 701 F.2d 860, 863 (10th Cir.

1983) (holding that an identical provision precludes payment of
19/

attorneys' fees from grant funds).

This Court should therefore sustain the condition in

Nevada's grant precluding expenditures for litigation costs.

18/ Both Nevada (Br. 24) and Utah (Br. 14) rely upon a single re-
ference to attorneys' fees in the legislative history of the

NWPA. As Nevada's quotation shows, the discussion was of "new
elements to be included in the [C & Cl agreement governing finan-
cial compensation" for the state's participation. No such "element"
found its way into the Act's provisions regarding C & C agreements,
42 U.S.C. 10137(c), or any other part of the Act.

This Court should recognize "that congressmen typically vote
on the language of a bill," United States V. Locke, supra, 105 S.
bt. at 1793, and decline to write into the Act a prov1ision Congress
left out.

19/ For general reference, see R. Cappalli, Federal Grants and
Cooperative Agreements 54:24 (1982).
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V

THE JOINT FEDERAL/STATE PROTOCOL DID NOT APPROVE THOSE
STATE ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH DOE DENIED FUNDING

Nevada's final argument (Br. 37-39) is that the joint

federal/state protocol agreed to by the parties on December 4, 1984

(Ad.R. 52) constituted DOE's approval of the very State studies for

which funding was denied on December 13, 1984. Not only does the

content of the protocol itself fail to support the State's interpre-

tation, but Nevada could not reasonably have so understood it. In-

deed, the same federal and state officials who later signed the pro-

tocol had already met and corresponded concerning the basis for DOE's

likely denial of funding for such studies well before the protocol

was executed. (See Ad.R. 41, 44, 45.) The very suggestion that the

protocol "gave away the candy store" is totally untenable.

As this Court can see for itself, the content of the pro-

tocol merely serves to emphasize here the large extent to which the

State and DOE have been able to agree upon cooperative principles

under which the State may, inter alia, exercise its statutory right

to participate in independent "monitoring and testing" of DOE's

onsite activities at the Yucca Mountain site in the future. The

protocol is fully consistent with DOE's foregoing position on the

appropriate scope of Nevada's acitivities (supra, at 24-31), and

Nevada's contention to the contrary should be rejected.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the State's petition for review

should be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,

F. HENRY HABICHT II
Assistant Attorney General

DAVID C. SHILTON
MARTIN W. MATZEN
Attorneys, Department of Justice

Washington, D.C. 20530
(202) 633-4426

OF COUNSEL:

GREGORY FESS
CAROLE CURRIN
Attorneys, Office of
General Counsel

Departmenc of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

MAY 1985

90-1-4-2800
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

Two other cases arising under the NWPA are presently

pending before this Court: Environmental Policy Institute, et al.

v. Herrington, 9th Cir. No. 84-7854; and State of Washington v.

Herrington, 9th Cir. No. 85-7128.- Both involve petitions for

review of DOE's general siting guidelines issued pursuant to 42

U.S.C. 10132(a). To the best of our knowledge, neither involves

the DOE grants policy and guidelines at issue in the instant case.
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NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE
oyTiCE OF THE GOMERNOR

Ca pita Cornpkex
Carson Cutl, Nevada $97A#

(702) 85 3744

February 12, 1985

ACTION _ _ _

Daryl B. Morse, Director INFO
Contracts & Property Division
United States Dept. of Energy Me
Nevada Operations Office AMA _ _

P.O. Box 14100
Las Vegas, NV 89114 AME &S
RE: Grant No. DE-PGO8-85NV10461 AMO_

Dear Mr. Morse:

The State of Nevada accepts the enclosed notice of financial
assistance award, which I have. executed subject to several
specific exceptions with respect to certain conditions placed on
the award. We hereby officially except from and protest those
conditions.

First, Nevada takes exception with the amount of financial
assisance awarded. Condition H-7 on page H-3 denying financial
assistance for hydrologic and geologic services is beyond the
authority of the Department of Energy to impose. When the amount
for those services is incorporated into Nevada's request for
financial assistance, the total amount of award should be
$3, 496,307.

Second, note 1 on page G-2 reads as follows: 'Legal and
quality assurance consultant agreements are anticipated to exceed
$50,000.00 each and require submission for concurrence as
described in Procurement Review section of Other Provisions
Attachment H.' With respect to legal ser'.'ices, hydrology
contractor, geology contractor, support to Nevada Legislature,
and support to local governments, that statement Is inconsistent
with 10 CFR subsection 600.119, which reads, in pertinent part as
follows, '(1) this section does not apply to such procurement by
one government from another government, or by one agency of
instrumentality of a government from another agency or
instrumentality of the same or another government.* Therefore, I

lO r Ar iV\ an la



Daryl B. Morse, Director
Page -2-
February 12, 1983

formally protest the requirement for submission for concurrence
to the Department for contractual services and subgrants In the
areas identified.

Third,. I do not agree with-and -thus do not intend to adhere
to paragraph H-6 on page H-3, which reads as follows:. 'Any costs
incurred by the State-of Nevada for litigation against the United
States Government, are unallowable under this grant.' That
language violates section 116, 117, and 302 of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, which clearly contemplate that all costs
incurred by potential host states for any activities involving
the planning, siting, and development, construction, operation,
or closure of 'a repository will be borne by the generators of the
waste and spent fuel, through financial assistance to such states
from the Nuclear Waste Fund. Judicial review of agency action
under the NWPA, is a necessary and appropriate cost chargeable to
the progrmK. it is thus my position that any attempt by the
Department to apply the language of paragraph H-6 would
constitute a violation of the NWPA.

There is one last matter about which we are perplexed. The
Notice of Financial Assistance Award states that -the authority
under which the award is made is Public Law 95-91, 42 USC 71e1.
Clearly, however, the authority under which the Department of
Energy must make grants to states for nuclear waste activities is
referenced to sections 302 and 116 of the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act. To the extent that the Department of Energy relies upon its
general administrative authority under Public Law 95-91, 42 USC
7101, et. seq., for its authority to impose conditions ypon
Nevada's entitlement to the use of monies from the Nuclear Waste
Fund, the State of Nevada protests.



Daryl B. Morse, Director
Page -3-
February 12, 1985

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact mie.

£c e
ROBERT R. LOU
Director

RRL tAjm

cc: Dr. Donald Vieth

Encl s.

* * A.
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D. B. Morse, Director, CPD

TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF COST PROPOSAL FOR THE STATE OF NEVADA FOR FY 1965
ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH GRANT DE-FG08-83NV10319

As the Technical Representative to the Contracting Officer, I an in receipt of
the Nevada Nuclear Waste Policy Office Grant request for FY 1985. I have
reviewed the two documents submitted to the Nevada Operations Office noted
below. The proposals have been evaluated against several criteria which
include (1) authority and scope established in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
(NWPA), (2) policy established by the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM), and (3) the-utility of the work that is being proposed.
Based on this review I believe that we are prepared to enter into negotiations
with the Nuclear Waste Project Office. I have suggested the same to Robert
Loux in my letter of December 13, 1984 (see Enclosure 1). The following
pqrtion of this memorandum outlines the rationale for approving the work that
il within the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Guidelines.

I. GaZ^EAL

The subject Grant was established March 3, 1983, to allow the State of
Nevada to (a) coordinate an effective review of both technical and
administrative materials developed as a result of the national effort to
develop a nuclear waste repository; (b) develop a resource staff accessible to
State administration, State legislature, and citizens, which can provide
knowledge regarding relevant policy, plans, activities, and impacts of a
high-level radioactive waste repository in Nevadat and (c) organize and
provide a mechanism for State legislators, State and local government
officials and citizens to express their views regard.ing the potential location
of a repository in Nevada.

This Grant was prepared pursuant to the authority given to the State
under the NWPA. The Department has finalized its guidelines regarding what
can be covered under such a grant in a memorandum to E. Rauch et al., from Ben
Ruscha dated September 21, 1984.

The Grant request for FY 1985 was submitted on September 17, 1984.
Details of the technical activities were submitted on October 17, 19B4. A
meeting was held with Robert Loux on November 20, 1984, to discuss the policy

position established by OCRUM and the potential impact that would have on our
recomendation as to what should be funded under the grants in FY 1985. :
Enclosure 2 to this memo is a suuary of the meeting. Enclosures 3, 4, and 5
are copies of the OCRM policy position on activities that can be funded under
the Grant.

A\TTA\l(JT ?R
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In FY 1984 the Nuclear Waste Project Office was transferred from the
Nevada Department of Minerals to the Governor's Office. A proposed expansion
of the Office was approved by the State Legislature. The number of staff was
increased from four to nine.

The Grant request for FY 1985 is for $3,496,307. Review of the technical
effort shoved that $1,571,863 of the work was outside the guidelines by the
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management. It is recommended that
negotiations be undertaken for work specified under the tasks thit have a
total value of $1,924,441.

It. Analysis of Specific Cost Elements

A. Salary Administration ($327,939)

The September 17, 1984, submission proposes the following salary
profile for employees of the Nuclear Waste Project Office.

Director 41,172
Management Assistant 1I 20,218
Chief/Technical Program 40,117
Chief/Planning 38,005
Planner 16,618
Deputy Attorney General 38,592
S Sr. Legal Secretary 15,507
Health Physicist 22,500
Nuclear Engineer 33,750

Fringes 49,191
Contingency (COLA) 12,209

327,939

This estimate anticipates State employees occupying the identified
positions. Enclosure 6 to this memorandum is an outline showing the
organizational structure of the Nuclear Waste Policy Office and its relation
to the rest of the state government. This structure and site have been
approved by the State Legislature based on our understanding of the ,
organizational structure and the technical program to be conducted by the
State, the nature of the positions established by the State are appropriate.
These talents, combined with the consultants the state proposes to involve,
should provide them with adequate resources to oversee the MNS1 Project in FY
1985.
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B. Travel ($53,092)

The September 17, 1964, submission proposed the following breakout
for travel outside the state and within the state.

Out-of-State (from Reno) $27,260
East Coast

12-14 day trips
Midwest/Southern U. S.

10-14 day trips
Western U. S.

8-4 day trips

In-State $25,612
Las Vegas

6-4 day trips
24-1 day trips

Rural Counties
6-4 day trips
12-1 day trips

Reno/Northern Nevada
6 trips per month

The cost for travel in rY 1965 is approximately double for that in FY
1984. This increase is consistent with the increase of staff for FY 1985. It
is a conservative request in view of the increasing requirements for meetings
and participation promoted by the OCRWM especially with the requirements for
the review of the Environmental Assessment with its concomitant briefings and
hearings, not only in lNevada, but in the other six states involved in the
review.

C. Equipment ($13,316)

The equipment request covers word processing equipment ($4166) and
office furniture. The State will give up their two leased word processors
which they claim rent at a rate of $6000 per year per machine. They plan to
purchase the equipment on a lease purchase arrangement. Also tied to this is
a $2000/year service contract covered under Operations'. The office
furniture request is consistent with the increase in staff. It appears that
this is a reasonable request.

D. Off!'e Supplies ($6,000)

The proposed cost of office supplies represents a 300 percent
increase over FY 1984. This level of funding represents about $55 per month
per person which, in the context of the volume of paper that must be handled
and the general level of activity, does not appear to be unreasonable.
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E. Operations ($63,010)

The September 17, 1984, submission requested $63,010. The items
includeT in the list are as followst

Space Rent $16,819
Telephone 16,500
Printing and Copying 10,500
Postage 7,500
Publication Subscriptions 5,500
Miscellaneous 4,191

$63,010

The proposed funding for Operations in TY 1985 represents an increase
of 277 percent over the request for FY 1984.

The Nuclear Waste Project Office will expand from four people (three
professionals and one secretary) to nine people (seven professionals and two
secretaries). The increase in office space from 1000 sq. ft. to 2500 sq. ft.
is rea5.Arble. While the site of office space increased by 150 percent to
accommodate 125 percent increase in staff, the increase in cost was only 102
percent.

The increase in telephone cost for TY 1985 represents an increase of
560 percent. A major characteristic of the situation is a large distance
between the Nevada State's office, the Department of Energy's Nevada office,
the other states, Washington, Utah, Texas, Mississippi, and Louisiana, and
Nevada counties involved. Further, the program has significant requirements
for co-,unication and coordination. While the cost increase is significant
over FY 1984, the estimate appears to be within the requirements established
by the program.

Printing and copying costs for TY 1985 have increased 250 percent
over the FY 1984 request. This is a reasonable cost considering that the
Nuclear Waste Project Office is the central point of contact for the State and
they have taken on the responsibility for coordination and distribution of the
information and correspondence the OCRWM and the Waste Management Project
Office (WMPO) provide to the State.

Once material has been copied, it must be distributed to people in
the state. There in substantial requirement for distribution of material to
the ot),r states involved. 5he postage cost for FY 1985 will increase 733
percent over rY 1984. While the OCRWH does not want to inhibIt the state from
full and proper communication, the basis for this cost increase needs to be
better justified. However, the volume of material generated by the Department
is extremely large and the postage bill specified may be an accurate
reflectionbf the cost of distributing all the paper.
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Publication and subscription cost increased from $1000 to $5500, an
increase of 450 percent. An estimated amount of $1000 is considered a
generous allocation; it is not clear how the cost could increase by the amount
specified. While the OCRWH does not want to impede the State's ability to
have access to knowledge, it is not clear that increasing the size of the
office from three to seven professionals (an increase of 133 percent) could
justify the increase in periodical subscriptions. The breakdown of these
costs need to be further explained, evaluated anS considered,

Miscellaneous expenses cover primarily the service contracts for the
two word processors the office will purchase. While the cost is expensive, it
represents a valid cost of doing business.

F. Contractor and Sub-Grant Services

1. General Consultants ($302#000)

The State, following the lead of the Federal Government, has
chosen to keep its staff to a minimum. However, there is need for expert
guidance in several areas and the State is choosing to provide this expertise
through the consultant approach. This approach represents a significant
savings to the government. The State has identified six areas where they want
to include consultants and they are in the areas of hydrology ($12,000),
transportation ($10,00D), socioeconomic C$lS,000), planning ($15,000), quality
assurance ($100,000), and legal support ($150,000). The areas of technical
expertise are appropriate and the level of funding does not appear to be out
of line with normal consulting fees and costs.

2. Hydrology Contractor ($576,938)

Tne Nuclear Waste Project Office has contracted with the Desert
Research Institute to monitor and evaluate the technical program being
conducted by the NARSI Project. Three major tasks have been identified which
include (a) participation in DOE/NYC workshops, (b) reviewing all documents
and data developed by the participants in the XNWSX Project, and {c) conduct
on-site visitations to where technical work is being conducted to review the
process. All of these activities are specifically outlined in the KWPA.
While the funding request is somewhat greater than expected, the Department is
not really in a position to tell the State how much effort it should place on
being prepared to react to the Department's program The funding request
represents the efforts of about five full time people to monitor and evaluate
the work conducted by over 500 people.

3. Geology Contractor ($83,146)

The primary effort of the Nevada Bureau of Hines will focus on
the evaluation of the mineral resources at Yucca Mountain. This is an
important point that is critical to the Ability to show that there is no real
threat with regard to inadverent reentry of a potential repository by man
searching :or minerals. The funding level to evaluate this threat is
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considered a conservative cost estimate. However, the State should be
requested to clarify the expected product of this study.

4. Legislative Support ($99,000)

The interim Legislative Commission Subcommittee that was
established to over-view the VNWSI Project will be dissolved with the new
session of the State Legislature. However, it has been recommended that a
committee of five members (as opposed to three) be established on a permanent
basis to follow and oversee the NhWSI Project. As the Yucca Mountain site is
nominated as one of the five sites for site characterization, and recommended
as one of the three to be a candidate site, the Legislature can be expected to
establish the committee and can be expected to be involved heavily over the
next year. The proposed funding level is sufficient to give the committee the
necessary resources to follow the project. it will also provide resources to
support the staff of the Nevada Legislative Commission that must do the leg
work for the committee.

5. Support to Local Communities ($400,000)

Three counties will be potentially impacted by the repository and
they include Nye, Clark and Lincoln. The SWPA is clear that support is
tupposed to be providud to the local communities for the purpose of review of
activities and to undertake planning necessary to deal with the repository.
Such funds will be used by the counties to review the Environmental
Assessment, participate in out-of-state meetings and provide information to
the Department on a cooperative basis. The funding request for the counties
is modest in that it will provide support for about two full time people in
each county to follow the WNWSI Project. This level is well within the intent
of the NWPA.

III. TASKS NOT REC0MMENDED

Based on the Guidelines developed by OCRWM, the tasks identified below
are not recommended. They fall outside of the guidelines since they represent
primary site characterization data collection and are duplicative of work
being conducted by the NNWSI Project participants. The six tasks so specified
are the following:

A. Unsaturated Zone Monitoring and Data Development (Research
Project 1--Phase :1--Year 1) - 4651,190

B. Regional Groundwater Flow and Hydraulic Conductivity Between the
Repository Block and Adjacent Areas (Research Project 11--Year 2) - $280,806

C. Distribution and Amount of Pluvial Climate Groundwater Discharge
(Recharge) in the NTS Region (Research Project 111--Year ) - $143,894
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D. Analysis of Short Term Climate and Weather Influence on Surface
Water Hydrology and Potential Recharge (Research Project IV--Year ) - $106,658

E. Assessment of Carbon-14 Age Data Corrosion for Water Sampled in
the Yucca Mountain Area (Research Project V--Year ) - $162,461

F. Tectonic and Seismic Analysis of Yucca Mountain - $226,854

The dollar value of these six tasks is $1,571,863. We may be required to
enter into negotiations on these tasks if the OCRWM policy is changed.

The following description of the six areas is my understanding of the proposed
work' and the statement as to why they are duplicative of wo:k being conducted
by NNWSI Project participants.

A. Unsaturated Zone Monitoring and Data Development - The State proposes
to do the following:

1. Drill two holes at several locations in the unsaturated zone
using a 'dry' drilling technique with a ham-er drill.

2. Instrument the bore hole and measure moisture content with
neutron scatter, thermocouple psychrometers and other methods.

3. Develop method for extracting water from samples from the
unsaturated zone and perform chemical analysis of the water.

4. Compare hydrological environment conditions from site to site.

5. Develop an understanding of ground water migration mechanisms in
the unsaturated zone.

The RWWSI Project has done and will continue to do the following
activities:

1. Drilled two deep holes "dry" in the unsaturated zone, UZ-1 (1200
ft.) and UZ-6 (2000 ft.), by a dual-wall, reverse circulation, vacuum-assisted
method in air as the circulating fluid using a rotary drill. In coming years
the NY'SI Project will drill two to three additional holes by this method.
The NNWSI Project has also drilled two additional holes of intermediate depth
(280 ft. and 350 ft.).

2. The ENNWSI Project has emplaced access tubes for measurement of
moisture content by neutron scatter, thermocouple psychrometers, heat
dissipation probes (for moisture sensing), pressure transducers, and
gases/water vapor sampling in UZ-1 and UZ-6.

3. Using the above instrisentation, the IMNSI Project made *

measurements that allowed for the understanding of the moisture movements in
the unsaturated zone.
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4. The NNWSI Project is currently testing several methods for
extracting ground water samples from rocks in the unsaturated zone by
mechanical compression, centrigue technique# nitrogen driving and a
crush/flush technique. Methods for chemically analyzing the water samples are
well developed and done routinely.

5. The NNWSI Project is comparing data taken from UZ-1 and UZ-6 and
will compare it with data obtained at the other sites to be drilled in the
future.

B. Regional Ground-Water Flow and Hydraulic Conductivity Between the
Repository Block and Adjacent Areas. The State proposed to do the followings

1. Collect samples of precipitation at the Yucca Mountain site.

2. Collect water samples from the saturated zone on a periodic basis
(once a month) from various wells and springs.

3. Perform chemical analysis of samples.

4. Do statistical analyses of data.

5. Develop a model that explains variation of groundwater chemistry.

The NNWSI Project has done and will continue to do the following
activities:

1. Collection of precipitation at 11 stations in the Yucca Mountain
region.

2. Collection of groundwater samples from the saturated zone and
from springs.

3. Performs chemical and isotopic analysis of the water samples.
Sampling has not been done in a repeated and periodic basis since changes over
time at a given well has not exceeded the precision li1it of the analytical
methods.

4. The data has been evaluated for temporal and spatial trends with
regard to the chemical compositions.

S. Regional and local ground water flow models have been developed
that account for change in groundwater chemistry.

C. Distribution and Amount of Pluvial Climate Groundwater Drainage
(Recharge) in the NTS Regions

The State proposes to conduct field work and make measurements that
will establish the nature of the pluvial climate (the level of rainfall) as
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a function of history. They also propose the study of spring deposits. From
this they propose to derive the flux through the unsaturated zone and the
level of the water table as a function of time.

The INNWSI Project is primarily concerned about two characteristics of
the unsaturated zone, the level of the water table and the flux of water
through the unsaturated zone. The Project has conducted numerous studies on
paleoclimatology and paleohydrology to establish the historic variation of
rainfall, the location at historic spring deposits and the evaluation of the
variation of the water table level.

D. Analysis of Short Term Climate and Weather influence on Surface Water
Hydrology and Potential Recharge. The State proposes to do the following:

1. Describe the climate and its variation at the site based on
historic data.

2. Develop a description of the extreme climatic events and wet
periods and the probability of their occurrence.

3. Provide estimates of the levels of infiltration for various soil
covers.

4. Provide estimates of recharge.

The HNWSI Project has underway the following activitiess..._

1. A study to evaluate the paleoclimate of the site that should
provide estimate of the variation of the climate. In addition, a
meteorlogical monitoring program will be started in this fiscal year to get
site specific climate data. The Project has the historical climatic data from
stations that surround the site, this latter data is considered of marginal
value in establishing the historical climate at the site.

2. A study of water run off and flooding characteristics have been
completed.

3. The estimation of the infiltration and recharge is a major part
of the effort in the measurement of moisture movement in the unsaturated zone
bore holes.

E. Assessment of Carbon-14 Data Corrections for Water Samples in
Unsaturated and Saturated Tuff sequences in Yucca Hountain Area. The State
proposes to do the following:

1. Measure the carbon-13 content of Samples of carbonate mineral,
soil carbon dioxide and carbonate content of water Samples.

2. Establish the equilibrium between carbon-14 in the ground water
and the carbon-14 in the environment.
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The last item above is a necessary understanding if the quantity of carbon-14
in a sample is to be used to indicate the age of the water.

The NNWSI Project uses carbon-14 data to indicate the ages of ground
water on a routine basis. If the correction factors that are being used are
somehow inappropriate, then the Project is prepared to make whatever changes
are necessary to fix the correction factor.

F. Tectonic and Seismic Analysis. The State proposes to do the
following:

1. Use low sun-angle photography as a method to reveal faults.

2. Compare their findings with the Department's fault maps.

3. Field check results.

The MNNSI Project has done an extensive mapping of faults at the
Yucca Mountain site using classical field mapping techniques. The fault maps
have been published by the U. S. Geological Survey. The NNWSI Project
considered low sun-angle photogdraphy; vertical photography and classical
field studies were considered more effective methods as a primary exploration
tool.

IV. SUMMARY

The State estimates, based on the September 17, 1984 proposal, to spend
3,496,307 in FY 1985. Based on current guidelines only 1,924,441 is
considered to be appropriate. After evaluation of the individual cost
elements that fall within the Department's Guidelines, it is deemed that these
costs are justifiable. The size of the Grant request for FY 1985 is
significantly greater than FY 1984. This increase represents a growing
realization of the role the State will play in the active review of the
Project and in the National program. We also must remain cognizant of the
fact that Congress has taken a major step to involve the State and many of the
activities will be breaking now ground in the -Federal Government-State-
relationship.

Donal tooi Director
WMPO:DLV-506 Waste Management Project Office

Enclosures:
As stated
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